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Chess Boxing ... It's kind of like "fight Club" ... sort
of.... More inside. Sports p 16

NovEMBER

2008

Sports clinic UNIVERSITY INAUGURATES NEW PRESIDENT
introduces
online
databank
Edward Farmer
Forum Staff Writer

V

alparaiso University School
of Law's Sports Law Clinic
( valpo. edu/law/sportscl inic)
was founded in 2005 and provides
need-based pro bono legal assistance
to amateur athletes and coaches. The
clinic has handled numerous national,
state and local cases and operated onsite at the 2006 Winter Olympic Games
in Turin, Italy.
The Sports Law Clinic recently
completed its database, containing
more than 20 years of cases, arbitration
decisions and current rules governing
various sports. The database encompasses over 500 cases and arbitration
decisions going back to 1986. In addition to searchable versions of these
proceedings, the database also contains
searchable versions of national and international rules governing numerous
sports. This one-of-a-kind sports law
case library is available at valpo.edu/
law/sportsclinic and i accessible to all
interested parties, including athletes,
coaches, athletic officials, attorneys,
media, scholars and fans.
Clinic director Michael Straube!,

See Databank, page 16
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President Emeritus Alan Harre passes the Presidents Medallion to newly inaugurated President Mark Heckler

Christy Commers
Forum Staff Writer

I

n a ceremony observed by hundreds
of Valparaiso University students,
alumni, and friends in the Chapel of
the Resurrection, Mark A. Heckler was
installed Friday, October, 18, 2008 as
VU's 18th President.
The ninety-minute ceremony featured University symbols interspersed
with emblems of the University's Lutheran heritage. The student liturgical
drama troupe Soul Purpose performed
Soarings, a dramatic skit written specifically for the event. The skit described
students' hopes and aspirations for the
new president and the University. The
VU Chamber Concert Band, Luce Concert Band, Symphony Orchestra, Chorale, University Singers and the Kantorei of the Chapel of the Resurrection

all performed during the ceremony.
In honor of the inauguration,
members of the student body, staff and
faculty gave gifts to President Heckler.
VU's Deans and Faculty, attired in the
academic robes, were processed to their
seats as part of the ceremony. Deans
Conison, Adams, Cichowski, Lind,
and Persyn entered the ceremony with
the ·other school's Deans while other
faculty members, including Professors
Trujillo and Telman, sat with other professors. Colleges and universities across
the country sent Delegates to share in
the festivities. Professor Bodensteiner
served as the Delegate from the U niversity ofNotre Dame. The ceremony's
culminating point was President Emeritus, Alan Harre, presenting his successor the Presidential Medallion, thereby
installing President Heckler into office.

In his acceptance speech, President Heckler called on everyone to do
more to. ensure the University's success,
citing the Bible's 12th Chapter of Luke
which says, "To those whom much has
been given, more is required." He acknowledged that students will conquer
the challenges in the world and make a
positive difference in the community.
He also challenged students to "focus
[their] best thinking and [their] broadest
vision on the profound challenges that
face [them]."
President Heckler called upon the
faculty to "nurture in them the knowledge, skills, experience and moral foundation to navigate the turbulent times
ahead." He also encouraged alumni and
university friends to help " ... bring the
finest faculty to this University, offer
scholarships that will bring the kinds of

students who have the potential to lead'
and serve the world ...."
Following the ceremony, a reception was held at the Christopher Center.
The event featured four levels of food
and entertainment. The first floor had
casual food such as chicken tenders
and pizza and a performance with an
acoustic guitar group. The second floor
had a variety of desserts and provided
guests with a pianist playing classical
music. The third floor had an Oktoberfest theme, which included bratwursts,
pretzels and root beer. A polka band
provided the entertainment. The fourth
floor had shrimp cocktail and lobster
rolls among its offerings.
Christy is a 2L and can be reached at
fomm@valpo.edu.

Alcohol prohibition strikes Valpo Law
New SBA policies change
student event planning
Nathan Vis
Forum Staff Writer

I

n 2008 the Valparaiso University
School of Law Student Bar Assiciation Alcohol Policy was created. It
prohibited hard alcohol at SBA sponsored events, decreased the available
use of SBA funds for alcohol, and required sober monitors at events where
SBA funds were expended. Will it spur
professionalism amongst students, will
it spawn a responsible, healthy atmosphere, and will it lead away from the
abuse of alcohol as a form of release
for Valparaiso University School of

Law students? While only time will
over one-third of SBA dollars went toanswer those questions, a short inquiry
wards the tap at alcohol centered events,
into the history, creation and passage of or where alcohol was served.
the Alcohol Policy revealed the efforts
"In addition," cites Kulwinski,
of SBA to promote the prudent use of "while new groups were forming on
student activity dollars.
campus, we were handing out SBA
"It began two years ago with a permoney to groups to pay for current
ception shift within the SBA" cites SBA groups and their drinking habits."
Vice President, Paul
That inKulwinski. "We real"Preliminary
research temal shift to
ized, beginning with
reveals over one third create a fisthe leadership of Secally prudent
of SBA dollars went
bastian Smelko, that
SBA, beginwe were spending too
towards the tap."
ning
under
much on alcohol. The
Smelko,
con-Joe Baruffi
SBA took a literal aptinued into
proach to its name."
the transition
Records revealing the amount of to new leadership under Laura Wishhart
_money spent on alcohol in past years
in 2008. But while changes were being
are difficult to find, yet, according to
made internally, external perceptions
Director of Student Relations, Joe Bawould accelerate the creation of the
ruffi, preliminary research reveals that
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Valpo Law Alcohol Policy.
"Last year over twelve Valpo law
students were cited with DUI's that I
know about," said Baruffi. "Beyond
that, a few divorces as a result of alcohol abuse as well. Historically, the
President of Valparaiso University ha
said no to using student activity fees for
booze, but Dean Conison has stood up
for the law students year after year, emphasizing we are responsible adults."
As it turns out, Valpo Law is one
of the few law schools in the country
that allows student fees to be used to
purchase alcohol. In an effort to stave
off prohibition, and to continue their efforts to promote a responsible, healthy
atmosphere both fiscally and physically,
the SBA came forward to the adminis-

See Prohibition, page 2
A student publication
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Christy Commers
Forum Staff Writer

T

his month we're focusing on how
a person 's choice of clothing can
fin d them in legal trouble. Fa hion is a form of expression. However.
today's fashion issues have not had the
legal impact as the Tinker ' black armbands or Cohen's jacket did during the
1970's.
According to a Reuters article, a
South Sudanese officia l is looking for a
new job after creating a law that caused
a substantial amount of women to be
arrested for disturbing the peace. The
women 's crime: wearing tight pants.
The President issued a statement
firing Juba County Commissioner Albert Pitia Redentore from his position.
Redentore recently banned tight pants
because he found them a sign of gang
behavior which threatened the country's
traditional values. The Commissioner 's actions did not sit well with other
government officials. Gender Minister Mary Kiden found the law unconstitutional and likened the law to the
strict clothing restrictions imposed on
women in North Sudan. This particular law struck a chord in this particular
region because Northern and Southern
Sudan engaged in war for decades, partially due to the south 's resistance of the
north's Islamic Sharia law.
And now for the opinion of the
Commers Court ... The South Sudanese
government did the right thing by pre-

Nov3
•lL Counseling in CPC Begins

Christy is a 2L and can be reached at
forum @valpo. edu.

Nov4
• Electioll Day!
• Speaker Ken Kavanaugh -"Perspectives of a Divis·i on I Athletic
Director'' Ken Kavanaugh, Senior
Athletic Director of Bradley University will discuss the duties, activities,
and daily tasks of the athletic director
of a Division I school

}

Novll

cert Band and Choirs

• ExamSoft Training

7JOp Chapel of the Resurrection
(Tickets free with VU Student ID:
$15 adults, $10 non- VU students &
seniors)

Chapel Break - Benson
• Scholar in Residence Series: Marcia Ann Neave
"Sexual Offender Law Reform: The
Australian Experience"

4p - Ulbricht
Nov12
• ExamSoft Training

Chapel Break- Benson

6p Ulbricht (Sponsored by SELA)

• Mock trial Intraschool Competition Final Round

Nov5

7p - Stride Courtroom

Chapel Break- Pelzer

Nov13

• Swygert Moot Court Competition - 3p (Deusenburg Recital Hall

• ExamSoft Training

Dec6
• BarBri lL Criminal Law Review
Video
• BarBri 2L Evidence Review Video
•Valparaiso University Christmas
Concert - Valparaiso University
Symphony Orchestra, Chamber Concert Band and Choirs

5p Chapel ofthe Resurrection (Tickets
free with VU Student ID; $15 adults,
$10 non-VU students & seniors}

• SBA Town Hall Meeting-

Chapel Break- Benson
Dec 7

- VUCA)

Novl7
Nov6
• Hellenic Lawyers Panel
The attorneys will be discussing their
experiences in law school, how it led
them to their area of practice, and the
challenges of going into private practice.

7p Pelzer (Sponsored by the Hellenic
Law Association)
Nov 7
• 3 on 3 Tournement
7p ARC (Sponsored by SELA)
Nov8
•MPRE

of tudenh · freedom of c. ·pre i n and
the financial co. 1 of ha\ ing to buy c ·tm
cloth .' ju t to comply with the clothing requirement . The ACL and other
organization· are repr enting ·tudcnts
and their parent in the e matter aero
the country.
According to a MS .com report. courts are ettli ng disputes about
a student"s choice of school clothing.
School . a e tablished in Tinker Y.
Des 1 Joines Independent Community
School District, have a right to enact
dre · code if clothing would cau e a
sub tantial distrac tion to students. This,
and the growth of gangs, has led school
to enact dress codes or require uniforms.
Even though dre codes are established
to protect students and promote learning, they can go too far. The MSN
article stated that a Fre no, California
student was su p ended for promoting
specific races, cultures, and identities
by wearing a t-shirt with the American
flag. School offi cials adm itted the r ule
w as badly applied in the situation .
And now for the opinion of the
Commers Court.. . Judging fashion is
subjective - what I may find distasteful,
you may think is the next cool trend.
That being said, however, everyone
should foilow common sense on what
a person can and cannot wear to school
including the courts in dress code cases
even if that sometimes means less apparel is banned.

PULSE

{

ha c a little bit of wine with dinner"
·aid 'i k Potcrc · of the I lcllenic LaW
A soci, ti n. "It really do.:sn 't affect
t tion \dth th ' lcohol Policy.
us."
.
The poli y ratt: that the main
"I do not feel that servmg alcoho 1
purp . e of an C\ ent can no longer be
\\ill br ak or make any event" mendrinking. furth~.:nnorc, "[it] limit the
ti ned Bridgitt Ander on. Pre ident of
~
. .
"1
u e of B dollars to wine and beer
the Blc ck Law Student A · ·oc1at10n.
purchase ·· a) Kuh\ in ki. At ev nts
a! o think that tht.: new policy serves as
\\here SBA moo }' i used to spon or a way for the chool to pu ·h organizaany part of the ac ti' ity. no hard liqu r i · tions to fundrai:e:·
allowed to be ·cned at all rcgardle·s if
tcanv. hik. Mike Duffy of Jus Vithert: i · a ca ·h bar. For example. ifyoUI
tae aired a concern. "I ''onder to what
organization holds an C\ ent at a bar,
degree the ··van renting policy" of havno attendee rna_ purcha ·e hard liquor
ing tudenL drive tanked ·tudents home
from the bar. even with their own funo . present potential liability to the school.
'·Howe,·er:' :ay. Kuhyin. ki. "if
u
When the \an i. rented. is the school
communicate with SBA earl_ enough
or tuctent liable. and if the school is,
before your e\'ent. there remains the
who e tuition dollar is used to pay out
possibility
the j ud&rment?".
.
The ne\' polic) place re pon ibilLiability appear to be a lingenn_g
ity upon the event' ponsoring group.
concern for ome student group presirequiring 1 sober person for e' ery
dent who que tion the need to advertise
planned 50 attendees. In addition, the
and offer ober dnver to those students
event planners. must provide alcohol
and their friend. who attend and make
alternative . further de-emphasizing the
the per onal decision to imbibe. And
use of alcohol a· the center of attention.
that que tion of liability is one that all
Event planners are also encouraged to
are hoping i: not ans''':ered by the Porter
adverti e the purpose of the event, and
County Courts.
if alcohol IS to be served. advertise it
""The u e of tudent activity fees is
in neutral terms, such as "refreshments
everyone's," said Baruffi. "Perhaps in
will be available.'"
the future we will need to vote as stuThe latest addition to the policy
dents. as to what exactly it can be used
is that no more than the stated amount,
for. But for no\ , I'm seeing a culture
$85, that may be pent per keg, yet with . change amongst students. where we are
prior approval trom the SBA that is subdeveloping a sense of profe sional use
ject to change as well.
of alcohol at professional events."
Reaction from student group Presidents appear to be in support. "The
Nathan Vis is a 2L and can be reached
only time we might order alcoho l is if at forum@valpo. edu
'·l:

Prohibition, from page 1

Fashion Trends Cause Legal Issues
venting women from being arre:ted for
wearing tight pants given it · history of
rebelling again t an extremist I Iamie
government.
It i not ju t foreign governmt:nt.
who are regulating ho\ a person can
wear his or her clothing either. According to a Palm Beach Po t article, Rivera
Beach. Florida has imposed a penalty
for individual wearing baggy pant·.
\\'bi le most cit) decision are typically
' oted on by city council members and
made into ordinaces, this decision was
enacted through a public election. The
ordinance pa · ed with 72% of the vote.
and most of tho e who voted for the
measure were elderly members of the
community.
Under the law, a person would
face legal action if they display skin or
underwear. The first offense carries a
$150 fine or community service while
a second offense has a $300 fine or
community service. Habitual offenders
could face up to 60 days in jail.
Rivera Beach joins other cities
and the Atlanta School District in establishing baggy pants rules. Other
schools arc also addressing the issue
by adopting uniforms or implementing
dress codes. One cited reason for the
emergence of dress codes and unifonns
is to control gang behavior and prevent clothing from being a distraction.
Proponents of dress codes state that it
is easier for parents to buy clothes and
get children ready for school. Teachers
have stated that dress codes make students work harder. Opponents of uniforms and dress codes point to the loss

November 2008

• Conversations Project
"What's in a name? The Valparaiso
University Mascot"

• BarBri 1L Contracts Review Video
• BarBri 2L Con Law Review Video

7-9p Christopher Center
Dec8
• Thursday Class Schedule

Nov22-30
• Thanksgiving Break!

Dec9

Be reasonably
prudent.

• Reading Day

Dec4

Read

• Seegers Lecture : Professor Brian
Tamanaha of St. John's University
School of Law.

4p - Tabor
Dec5
• Valparaiso University Christmas
Concert - Valparaiso University
Symphony Orchestra, Chan1ber Con-

Do you want your upcoming event to
appear in The Pulse? Submit events
for the December Edition to
forum@valpo. edu by Tuesday, December 2 at 5p.
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Students visit Indiana Suprente Court
' -

Justice Riley of the Indiana Court of
Appeals, and Justice Vaidik, also of
the Court of Appeals and a Valpo Law
alumnus. Several recent Valpo Law
alumni are current clerks for the various
justices and also answered questions regarding their positions, including Dina
Pollack. Jeffi.·ey Earl, Josh Van Gorkum,
and Jessica Yoder. Professor Carter also
arranged for Valpo Law alum Sebastian
·Abigail Huffer
Smelko, a member of Governor Daniels' staff, and alwn Heather James.
Production Editor
who works for the fim1 of lee Miller, to
n Thursday, October 9th, Procome to the State House to discuss their
fessor Derrick Carter organized positions.
a networking trip to IndianapoSubsequently, the students travlis for many of his studepts to meet with
eled down the street to the United States
various government entities and alumni.
District Court for the Southern District
The trip was initially open to Professor of Indiana to meet with Valpo Law
Catier's Criminal Procedure class, but alumnus Tim Baker, a Magistrate Judge
several past students embraced the opfor this federal district court. After a
substantial question-and-answer session
portunity as well. Throughout the day,
the class met with several Valpo Law regarding federal law, the students took
a brief tour of the
alumni to discuss their
historic courthouse
jobs and their experiences
ceremonial
in securing those posi"Most of all, you must and
tions .
not be timid. Be visi- courtrooms.
The students
First, the students
ble, ta~e a stand, and next headed to the
met to hear three oral
make your mark."
Marion
County
arguments before the InProsecutor's
and
diana Supreme Court rePublic Defender's
garding criminal issues:
- Professor Carter
Offices. First, they
Pendergrass v. State,
spoke with Valpo
Gray v. State, and State
Law alumnus Carl J. Brizzi to gain his
v. Arnold. The Pendergrass case was
perspective on the status of crime in lnthe most related to a procedural issue,
dianapolis and his legal journey from
involving the question of whether the
Valpo Law to becoming the elected
trial court erred in admitting several
Prosecutor of the largest county in Indiexhibfts related to DNA results without
ana. To gain the perspective of the other
the testimony of the technician who perside to criminallaw1 the students headed
formed the testing, or if this admission
across the block to meet with Robert J.
violated the defendant's confrontational
Hill, the head of the Indianapolis Public
rights under the Sixth Amendment.
Defender Agency.
The Supreme Court justices will likely
Professor Carter is known for his
rule· upon this issue within the next 180
mobile classes. Last year, he took a
days.
group of fifteen Criminal Procedure
After the hearings, the students
students to the United States Supreme
had a chance to ask questions of Justice
Court in Washington, D.C. to hear
Rucker of the Indiana Supreme Court,

Criminal
Procedure class
explores Indy
opportunities

O

oral arguments. During that trip, the
students explored the Supreme Court
building and visited U.S. Acting Attorney Craig Morford. Professor Carter
also visits the New Orleans public defender office annually with his Criminal
Procedure students. Professor Carter i
attempting to solidify a continuous relationship with the legal institutions in Indianapolis. "The Indianapolis attorneys
and judges love Valparaiso students,"
said Professor Carter, "now the students
see it for themselves and will prepare
, accordingly."
All students enjoyed the trip, and .
agreed that it was helpful to meet with
such successful alumni and gain advice
in pursuing employment. Third-year
athan Robinson stated, "Even for a
student not particularly interested in
working in Indiana, I appreciated Professor Carter's endeavors to not only
open networking opportunities for his
~tudents, but also to improve the relationship between Valpo and the various
legal and judicial systems in the area."
The students participated in o_ther
activities in Indianapolis, visiting rest~urants and urban watering holes to
discuss issues with law students. However, as the purpose of the trip was exposure and networking, every Judge,
prosecutor, public defender, and political administrator recited a similar theme
that they hire many attorneys through
internships and externship programs.
"Most of all," said Professor Carter,
"you must not be timid. Be visible, take
a stand and make your mark."
Professor Ca1ier hopes to make
this trip an annual event. For contact
information of any of the alumni met
during the day, please email Professor
Carter at derrick.carter@valpo.edu.

Don't bite the hand
that feeds ...
Aleda Pehr
Editor·in-Chief

E

very year a diligent group of students assemble to distribute funding to all ofValpo Law's student
organizations. The Budget committee
consisted of the SBA Treasurer Andrew
Freiheit and six non-SBA members:
two students from each class year. Over
the course of three days, these students
spent nearly twelve hours determining
how to distribute this year's funds. After the committee made its recommendations, Freiheit and SBA President
Laura Wishart spent an additional four
hours going over the decisions with a
fine-toothed comb. The budgeting decisions were then put to a final review and
vote after two more hours of demanding
deliberations by the entire SBA.
This year, organizations request:
ed a grand total of $105,000 in funds.
When the budget was finalized, the total amount of money distributed to the
twenty-six student organizations totaled
$48,000.
Decisions about distribution this
year were based upon various factors.
First, each organization was given an
opportunity to present its prop,osed budget to the committee. With a greater
level of specificity at the proposal level
came a greater likelihood that the group
would receive more of the requested
funds. At this point, the committee was
able to ask the organization representatives questions about the proposal. The
final determinations were mainly based
upon what the organization did and
spent in the previous year. As an overarching policy, the committee did not
award funds for proposed events with
Abigail is a JL and can be reached at
an open bar. However, events proposed
jorum@valpo. edu.
with beer and wine available, were allowed to receive funding.
How does. all of this compare to

WEDNESDAY
$1.50

PER GAME, $1.50 SHOE RENTAL
ALL DOMESTIC ~RAFT PITCHERS $5.95
ALL DOMESTIC DRAFT 14 OZ .$1.50
ALL WELL DRINKS $1.50
DOMESTIC BOTTLES $2.00

other ABA schools? Of a random ampiing of SO other law schools around the
nation. Valpo Law distributes the third
highest amount. The next highest disbursing school after Valpo handed out
$25,000 to its organizations. In comparison, Harvard Law School does not
distribute any money whatsoever to its
student organizations. Instead, groups
at HLS must rely upon fundraising and
other means of upport.
Other schools commonly dole out
organization funds at a flat rate. These
schools only give out between $200 and
$300 per group per semester. Additionally, most other ABA schools do not
allow for any student funds to be distributed if the intended use is a party or
anything involving alcohol.
So what would happen if our
.SBA handed out the entire $105,000
requested of it? If every group got
exactly what they asked for, the student population could say goodbye to
Barristers Ball, the Halloween Party,
Cardozo Cup, all Law Week activities,
Boat Cruise, the Welcome Back Picnic,
the 1L dinner, massages during finals,
and Mental Health Day. Additionally,
the 3L Steering Committee would not
receive any funds. This means no l 00
Day Party, no Commencement Speaker,
no Caps & Gowns, no Black & White
Ball. The SBA and Steering Committee would be left without an operating
budget of any kind.
The SBA of Valpo Law gives its
student constituents more while receiving less funds from the school. Can you
think of another law school that provides its students with a 60 inch plasma
HDTV in the student lounge? Be grateful for what is given to us and .dOn't bite
the hand that feeds.

Alecia is a 3L and can be reached at Fonnn@valpo. edu

Luna Bars!
Cliff Bars!
Microwaveable Entrees!
Vegetarian & Vegan Selections!
Wheat & Gluten Free Selections!

3201 E. Evans Avenue I Valparaiso, IN 46383
www.inmansvalpo.com

.....
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Monday- Friday
10am- 7 pm

All \1. U. Students

· Saturday
10am- 6 pm

with /.D., all the time!

1708 East Lincolnway
Valparaiso, IN 46383
(219) 465-1984

10% Off

www.aunaturelmarket.com

THURSDAY
COLLEGE NIGHT!
$1.00 PER GAME,

9 PM - MIDNIGHT
$1.00 SHOE RENTAL

4

TRY o ·u T ONE OF OUR 10-WEEK SHORT-TERM
LEAGUES.

A GREAT WAY
I

_ _
3 6 9

TO HAVE FUN!

NEW LEAGUE!

AUTOMATIC STRIKE IN FRAMES 3, 6, 8r. 9.
HIGHER SCORES 8r. AVERAGES!
LEAGUE STARTS: SEPT. 8 @ 9 PM
PIZZA PARTY AND TROPHIES ON LAST NIGHT OF LEAGUE!

~Try our new wings!~

Attention
Writers!
The FORUM
wants you!
e-mail: forum@valpo.edu
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The Dean's Corner
Mark Adams
Assoc. Dean of Students
TRAVEL: FATAL TO PREJUDICE
Trm·e/ isfatal to prej udice, bigvt' J'. anq narroH -mindcdne s, and mam:
ofour p eople need it svreh· on these ac:counts. Broad, wholeson;e, charitable
,·iews ofmen and things cannot be acquired by vegetating in one little comer
of the earth all ones lifetime.
.
-Mark Twain

FROM THE

LAW LIBRARY
Gail Hartzel
panel of twelve prominent lawer who teach film or are corrected to the business chose
what they regard as the best movies
ever made about lawyers and the law
in the August 2008 issue of the ABA
Journal. The films represent thirty-one
Oscar winners and another eighty-five
nominations. The titles include not only
the obvious, such as To Kill a Mockingbird ( 1962). My Cousin Vinny ( 1992),
A Few Good Men ( J 992) and Amistad
(1997), but also some older titles, such
as And Justice for All (1979), Judgment at Nuremberg (1961 ). Young Mr.
Lincoln(1939). Compulsion (1959) and
even the musical Chicago (2002).
The list includes the following:
12 Angry Men (1957)
Henry Fonda is a lone juror who
holds out in a death penal!Y case.

CPC Student

Ia" makin,; in parliam~.:ntary go\'ernmem and the adjudication of civil and
criminal ca ·es in England. both at the
trial and appellate level . The cow·sc
include ~ gue t lectures and 'isit to
1mportant legal and government in ti!ution ·. fter exploring the legal and
cultural offerings of London for a \\'eek ,
tudents then spend four week~ in Cambridge. During the ummer 2009 term.
Professor Clare ' uechterlein v. ill teach
Shake peare and the Law. and Professor
Zachary Calo will teach Comparative
Theological Jurispmdcncc.
The International Human Right ·
Program in Chile and Argentina examines legal. historical. and cultural
approaches lo human rights. focu sing
on Chile and Argentina. Both nations
have recently emerged from period
of significant human rights abuse. and
both continue to grapple with the need
to protect human rights while addressing significant social i ·sues. In summer
2009, Profc sor Penny Andrews will offer Human RighL<; and Latin American
Legal Institutions, introducing students
to human rights history and current issues in Latin America. Augmented with
lectures by distinguished professors.
judges. and human rights advocates
from Chile and Argentina, the course
provides an introduction to comparative constitutionalism; the transition to
democracy and reconciliation ; rights
of indigenous peoples; and the judicial
systems of each country. In addition.
Professor Bernard Tmj illo . \\ill teach
Immigration and Human Rights.
Stud0nts can also study or work in
legal po ·itions in other countries . During the. summer 2008 tenn, students
enrolled in for-credi t externships with
Bddges Across Borders Southeast A:ia,
in Cambodia; Potter. Shelly & Co. in
Huntingdon. UK: Irish Re fugee Service, in Cork. Ireland; and as a judicial
clerk in Melbourne. Australia.
Valparaiso Law has developed
exchange agreements ~\ itl1 thrc~ la w
schools in South America (Universidad
de Los Andes, in Santiago. Chile. and
Universidad Austral and Universidad
CatolicaArgentina, in Buenos Aires, Argentina). permitting Valparaiso students
to enroll in law comses for a semester
and receive credit toward graduation.
(All courses are taught in Spanish.) In
addition, students may pursue an extemship as part of their studies abroad,
adding an important practical aspect to
th.e ir education.
IN THE PIPELINE
In the future, Valparaiso hopes to
broker similar exchange agreements
with Tubingen University in Tubingen,
Germany and La Trobe University in
Melbourne, Australia.

WHY STUDY ABROAD?
Studying abroad provides students the opportunity to develop global
awareness: enhance academic learning;
experience personal !_,'Towth: advance a
career; understand other cultures: improve communication skills; and live
and work effectively in another culture.
ln a recent policy statement, 1 AFSA:
A sociation of International Educators.
the largest international education organization with over 11 000 members
worldwide. asserts that "to be ao educated citizen today is to be able 10 sec
the world through others • eyes and to
understand the international dimen~ion
of the problems we confront as a nation :
skiiJs that arc enhanced by international
experience."
The NAFSA statement continues:
"The end of the cold war did not mean
an end to international. civiL and ethnic
conflict. Defense of U .S. interests and
effective management of global unrest
in the next cennu)' will require more,
not less, ability on the part ofAmericans
to understand the world in terms other
than their own. Globalization is obliterating the distinction between foreign
and domestic concerns. Most domestic
problems in today's world are also international. The opening of global markets. the explosion of trade, the globalizing effects of Internet technology. and
the need. for U.S. business to compete in
countries around 'he world-all require
more global content in V.S. education,
as well as more Americans with specific foreign language and country expertise. If American students are to be
able to function effectively in the world
into which they will graduate, it must
become the routine. not the exception,
for them to study abroad in high quality
programs."
VALPARAISO OPPORTUNITJES
Valparai o Law students can enhance their global perspective on the
law by spending a summer semester in
either the Cambridge Probrram or the
International Human Rights Program
in Chile and Argentina. In addition, students have the opportunity to pursue an
externship overseas or spend a semester
abroad as an exchange student.
The Cambridge P~ograrn begins
For more information about any of these
with Legal London, a course taught
opportunities, please see Professors Adby Professor Ed Gaffney. He provides
a basic introduction to the process of ams or Andrews.

Acquisitions Librarian
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Anatomy of a Murder ( 1959)
James Stewart is defense attorney and George C. Scott is prosecutor
in the case where an Army lieutenant is
accused of murdering a bartender who
allegedly raped his coquettish wife.
Inherit tbe Wind (1960)
SpencerTracy and Fredric Marsh
play Clarence Darrow and William Jennings Bryan in the historic 1925 Scopes
"monkey trial."
Witness for the Prosecution (1957)
Billy Wilder directs Charles
Laughton. Elsa Lanchester, Tyrone
Power and Marlene Dietrich in this film
adapted from mystery writer Agatha
Chri tie.
Breaker Morant ( 1980)
This is a story of three fellow
countrymen who. fight for the Bntish
Empire in the colonial Boer War in

Spotlig~t

Megan Hannah's sun1n1er at the Memphis Area Legal
Services
By Kim Kass
Associate Director, CPC

M

egan Hannah spent a large
part of this past summer performing pro bono work for
Memphis Area Legal Services (MALS).
which is the only comprehensive legal
ser\'iccs program in the Memphis . Tenne ·see area. MALS is committed to
equal ju tice for all people and serves
nearly 8.000 mdividuals per year. Hannah volunteered nearly one hundred
hours and assisted elderly clientele in
the Senior Services Division
of MALS. I recently sat down
with Megan and talked with
her about her pro bono experience.

Q: What did you learn legally
and personaiJy through your experi- ·
ence at MALS?
A: When I first started, l felt confident r had what I needed to do the job
well, but embraced the opportunity to
have a "hands on" experience. Jn the
beginning, there was something missing bet\veen my education and the real
world. However, with each client experience, the connection between my
education and its application became
stronger. It became clear to me that I
could use my legal skills to help others.
On a personal level , I will never forget

SouthAfiica and are tried and convicted
· of war crimes.
Philadelphia (1993)
Tom Hanks, a gay attorney \V.ith
an lvy-lea!;,rue education. claims his
big-time law firm fired him after discovering he contracted AIDS. Denzel
Washington is the only personal injury
lawyer who will take his case.

S i ty •

Tbe Verdict (1982)
Paul Newman is a washed-up, alcoholic lawyer who gets handed a medical-malpractice case and sees it as one
last chance to get his career right.
Presumed Innocent ( 1993)
Harrison Ford is a top-notch prosecutor who finds himself accused of
murdering a colleague with whom he's
had an affair in this Scott Turrow adaptation.

Valparaiso
Univerchool of Law requires

eacb . tud ·nt

o c01np l e c

a minimum of 20 hours of"
pro bono serYice under the
my first client meeting. Our elderly
supervision of a licensed attorney prior
clients made it to our downtown office
to graduation . This requirement introand sat in the conference room while
duces law students to the professional
my supervising attorney and I tried to
explain to them the complexities of obligation of attorneys, the benefits ot·
public service and the needs of the u n their estate and offer advice on how we
might construct !heir estate documents. . derrepresented in society.
For further information regardThe clients were relying on me to have
ing pro bono opportunities and the law
answers to their questions. 1 was staring
schools pro bono requirement, please
into the eyes of the elders of our comcontact Kim Kass at Kim.Kass@valpo.
munity and they were looking to me to
edu.

A Man for All Seasons ( 1966)

Lines from this film are often
quoted in U.S. court opinions, such as
''l know what's legal, not what's right.
And I'll stick to what's legal.'' Sir
Thomas More is caught in the politicai
struggle involving Henry VIII's decision to defy the Roman Catholic Church
and divorce his wife in order to marry
Anne Boleyn.

Erin Brockovich (2000)
Julia Roberts plays the reallife paralegal and single mom whose
dogged investigation into a suspicious
real estate case turns up a pattern of illegal dumping of highly toxic hexavalent
chromium and one of the heftiest class
action suits in U.S. hjstory.

Q: Are you glad that you volunteered your time?
A: Yes, I had an incredible experience! From day one, the learning
never stopped. My supervising attorneY
really took me under her wing and allowed me to work with her through all
the aspects of her job. Being able to ttYi
my hand at so many different tasks was
very rewarding.
Q: Do you have anY
advice for other law students regarding perforiTling p ro bono work'!
A: My advice is to
commit as much time as
you can to pro bono work 1 found that committing
more time to my pro bono
efforts allowed me to really understand my clients"
situations and allowed me
to be tliorough with th eir
legal issues. I was able t o
invest more in each client ~s
problem and thali> added
investment was incredib ly
rev. arding. When performing pro bono work. jt is
clear that you are helping
your client with their legal
issue out of sheer passion
for justice and its role in.
the law.

Q: How did you secure
your pro bono opportunity?
A: I received a contact
at MALS from a family mend
who is an attorney in the Memphis Metro Area. J phoned the
contact and explained that
I was i11terested in assisting
with pro bono cases during
the summer and asked if she
was aware of any opportunities. She provided me with a
name of an attorney at MALS,
and then I made contact with
the attorney. The MALS attorney explained the type of cases
MALS handled and asked if I
wou ld be interested in volunteering my time.
Q: What specific pl'ojccts did you assist with at
MALS?
A~
My main respon ibilities were to intcnicw clients and draft documents such
as Last Will and Testaments,
Durable Powers of Attomcy. Health
Care Agent Forms, Trusts and Qualified Income Trusts. Depending on the
client's need, my supervising attorney
would direct me to draft one, all or a
combination of those documents. Most
of the client interviews were done over
the phone, but depending on how well
the client communicated, I also made
house vi its with my supervising attorney. Sometimes, when sitting in my
client's presence, it was easier to understand what they needed MALS to do to
ensure that their estate would be taken
care of properly. I also worked with
collection agencies to protect the rights
of the clients under the Fair Debt Collection Act.

help them. I could provide that helP
with my knowledge and guidance of rv)'!
supervising attorney. It was amazing to
be able to take away some of the pre~
sure and uneasiness of unfinished bustness from our elderly clients.

Kramer vs. Kramer ( 1979)
Dustin Hoffman and Meryl Streep
both won Oscars in this domestic relation's litigation that turns na ty.
The Paper Chase (1973)
A drama about a first-year Jaw
student seeking approval of Harvard's
sternest professor. The plot thickens as
he becomes involved with the professor's daughter.
•
Re"·ersal of Fortune ( 1990)
Jeremy Irons, who portrays Claus
von Bulow, is tried and convicted of the
attempted murder of his wife, Sunny
von Bulow, in 1982. He then hires Alan
Derschowitz whose account of the case
is the basis of this movie.

Civil Action ( 1998)
Small-firm
BostoR
plaintiffs
lawyers up against two conglomerates whose tannery, they've decided.
is responsible for the leukemia-related
deaths of eight children. There are underlying moral consequences found in
this thriller.
In the Name of the Father (1993)
Pete Postlethwaite and Daniel
Day-Lewis play Giuseppe af!d Gerry
Conlon, a real-life father and son falsely
accused of participating in two separate
IRA bombing sprees outside London.
Emma Thompson is able to defend and
~
prove their innocence.
One of my personal favorites i
Miracle on 34th Street ( 194 7) in black
and white. of course.
Whether you agree with their top
picks or think Legally Blonde or another of your favorites should have been
included on this list. you can watch
these DVDs for the right price - free.
Take a break, watch a movie, have some
popcorn and enjoy.
Gail Hart=ell is the Acquisitions and Serials Librarian and can be
reached at Gaii.Hartzell@valpo.edu.
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THE CLINIC BEAT
Civil Law Clinic

provides unique
opportunities
Maru DeMartini
Forum Staff Writer

A

re you looking for a chance to
experience what yol:!r life as a
lawyer might be like? Do you
want to know what practicing law really feels like? The perfect opportunity
is right across the yard. The Civil Law
Clinic at Valparaiso University School
of Law gives you the opportunity to
represent clients who need help and
do not have the means to afford legal
·representation.
You can enroll to take this two-·
credit class during your third year or
even halfway through your second
year of law schooL The range of cases
students handle go from divorces,
adoptions and visitation disputes to
debt collection defenses, foreclosures
and tort cases.
The clinic is the main source of
free legal aid in the Valparaiso area.
Cases come from different sources, but

•
•
•

First-year David Johnson spent a few
minutes with Professor Ching:
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mostly referrals from former clients
from the entire process. Custody cases
and the Porter County courts. The
would not allow students to do that and
clinic also refers clients to other legal
therefore are not usually accepted.
aid offices whenever there is a conflict
Tort cases are rare given that most
private firms will represent clients for a
of interests and ·counseling cannot be
contingency fee or insurance compaprovided, or during the summer when
nies will provide their clients with legal
the clinic is in recess. Clients are not
representation. Tort ca es the clinic has
required to pay any fees for the legal
taken involved peopl~ who have been
services provided, but they may have
in a car accident without insurance.
to pay court fees, depending on their
For example, the clinic had a case
income. The clinic also represents
some time ago involving NIPSCO. A
students, faculty and staff of Valparaiso
woman came into the clinic seeking
University, as a courtesy to the school.
legal representation after she had an
The clinic usually has ten students
accident with her car. She crashed into
each semester and they work in groups
an electric post, property ofNIPSCO,
of five. They meet twice a week as
and the company sued her for damages.
a class and go over their cases. Each
She did not have insurance at the time,
student handles around five cases at a
and the clinic provided her with Legal
time and they work the cases on their
, advice and representation.
own. They ate certified by the court to
Clients need to go through an
do everything a lawyer is licensed to
application process for their case to
do, the only difference being that they
be accepted. Not every case will be
work under the supervision of'a faculty
taken and that is at the discretion of
member.
students working at the clinic. When
Most cases handled by students
people come to the clinic. they are
deal with family law, divorces being
screened by the secretaries and make
the most common practice. Custody
an appointment to be interviewed.
disputes however are not usually taken
Interviews are usually conducted by
because they demand too much time,
two students. One of them is in charge
usually more than a semester. Professor
of asking questions, to get a sense of
Marcia Gienapp, who is in charge of
the case, and the other observes, takes
the clinic. explains that her main goal
notes and asks additional questions
is for students to work a case from the
when necessary. Professor Gienapp is
beginning to the end, so they can learn

Professor

1) If you could teach any class you
" '·anted in Law School, what would
it be?
A seminar on Law and Language. See.
e.g., Roger W. Shuy, Language Crimes:
The Use and Abuse of Language Evidence in the CoUiiroom (Blackwell
1993).

Bruce

2) What's your favorite color?
Blue

Ching

3) Which actor played the best James
Bond?
Sean C01mery. By far.

6
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Editorial, from page 14
This brings to mind some great
examples of people who I have encountered, here at Valpo Law, who I have
been particularly impressed by and I believe, represent the type- of people that
any employer would be lucky to have
the opportunity to "take a chance on."
My first example is someone ;_.,ho
really could just graduate and would
have a job waiting at their dad's law firm.
While this student could easily attend
classes only as much as necessary not
to get administratively withdrawn, and
could just set their sights on maintain• ing the GPA required not to get kicked
out of school, this person does much
more than that. J have witnessed this
individual stay up all night in order to
finish grading TA group appellate brief
rough drafts, filling up entire pages with
comments so that group members can
do as well as possible on their final versions. Then, I have also seen this satne
person spend countless hours perfecting
a law review note, and as a result, making the cite check of the at1icle entirelytoo easy for the new notewriter.
A similar story can be told about a
2L student, who has that same go-getter
drive that all Valpo Law students should
strive for, regardless of who their parents are or what kind of car they drive.
This person is frgm a whole family of
lawyers. However, when this individual
met with the Career Planning Center last
year and they encouraged the student to
use family connections in order to get a
summer job. this person refused to do so
in order to make it on their own. I must

4) If you bad to be a professional Pirate or Ninja, which would you be?
Ninja- it's closer to the martial art that
I've practiced and taught . .
5) Assuming both were in their prime,
who do you think would win in a box-

say that 1 whole-heartedly advocate the
use of connections whenever and wherever possible, but this story is another
great example of people not feeling entitled or taking the easy way out, even
when it is a very attractive option .
Those of you in Professor Gaffney's Legal Profession class have likely
heard him speak of the iniport(Ulce of
an attorney's character both inside and
outside of the courtroom. These peop le
illustrate those future lawyers of which
Professor Gaffney frequently speaks
about and should serve as examples for
all of us.
For ef/ery person that is admitted to Valpo Law, a seat is taken away
from another applicant. Although it may
not always seem like it, being here is a
privilege. For many of us. we are fulfilling a lifelong dream, the same dream
of which people who are not accepted
to law school are simultaneously being
deprived. Therefore, it is not enough to
simply "be in school" not taking advantage of the opportunities presented
to you, while others are being deprived
of the same opportLmities. The moral of
the story is, the world owes you nothing
and likewise you are entitled to nothing,
but work hard and you will get infinitely
"luckier."
Only a select few will leave here
with that six-figure salary, but it is the
duty of us all to make Valpo Law better than it was the first day we walked
through the doors of Wesemann Hall,
lucky enough to be one of 'those few
who got a scat.
Heather is a 2L and can be reached at
forum@valpo. edu.

not 'PTe ·ent in the room, but interview
are taped and she can watch them from
a difterent room as they happen. She
will step into the room. if she feels it is
necessary. or will talk to the students
after the interview to help them improve their skills. After the interview,
students will get together to watch the
video. review the client' application,
discuss whether or not to take the ca ·c
and how to proceed.
Students also have the- opportunity to appear before the court.
Professor Gicnapp makes sure to go
over everything the students might encounter during their court appearances
and uses role-play tactics to make sure
they are prepared. She must be present
in each court appearance but she sits
in the back making sure the students
conduct the process on their own. The
judge and the attorney for the opposing
party are aware of the fact that these
are Valpo Law students; they feel like
part of the teaching process and help
them through it.
Lisa Marie Maksymczak is a third
year law student working at the clinic
this semester. She says "the clinic is a
unique opportunity for students to gain
experience while learning the practice
of law in a supporting environment."
She is handling six cases at the mo-

ment, among \Vhich there is a paternity
case, and a dividing of property and a
consumer law case, which is her main
field of interest.
Lisa Marie worked for Indiana
legal services in Indianapolis last summer. This opportunity carne to her after
she took Professor White's class on~
Consumer Law. ''Professor White' got
me in touch with the legal aid office in
Indianapolis and even though it started
as an extern ship, they offered me a job
for the summer once the extcmship
was over. It was all because of Professor White's help," she says.
She recommends you take certain
classes if you are thinking about patiicipating in the civil ·nic. They are not
required but they are certainly helpful:
Family Law, UCC, Pretrial, Advanced
Legal Writing and of course, Professor
\Vhite 's Consumer Law class.
Lisa Marie encourages every
student to participate in the clinic. According to her experience, "It is one of
the best oppot1unities Valpo Law has to
offer." Do not miss your chance to get
involved!
Maru is a 1L and can be reached at
forum@valpo. edu.

ing match: Abraham Lincoln or Teddy Roosevelt?
Could we get a Democrat. please?
6) Because it's that time of year, what

was the best/coolest/most original
Halloween costume you ever wore'!
Vampire.
7) You get to play a round of golf with
any Supreme Court Justice, past or
present, who do you pick?
Johri Marshall.
8) You 're granted 1 wish, what do
you choose?
The classic - 3 more wishes.
9) Star Trek or Star Wars?
Star Trek
10) Hypothetically, could God microwave a bur rito so bot that he, himself,
could not eat it?
God cooks? Do you have any authority
for that, counsel?

Scrooge, from page 16
Aiello were also quoted~ the 2006 article as saying the NFL pays nearly five
million dollars per month in retirement
benefits. That's $60 mill ion per year.
Upshaw also said that it would cost
between five and nine billion dollars to
insure all of the NFL players current as
of 2006 for life if an insl_:ll'ance company

would be willin g to do that. Granted it
would be expensive to add the-forme r
players to that insurance plan.
However, it's hard to have sympathy for a business that was estimated.
in 2006, to make more than $24 billion
from its televi~ion contracts over aperiod of eight years. The $60 million the
NFL pays per year, as of 2006, is still
$15,755,388 less than the 2006 New

York Giants, the team who spent the
least amount on players' salaries that
year, spent on thei r total player payroll. •
And as of 2006 the average NFL team
was worth $819 mill ion.
Something tells me they can find
the money somewhere, but then they'd
have to want to spare a dime.
Rachel is a 3L anti can be reached at
fonon@valpo. edu.

BROOKSHIRE.APARTMENTS
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CoNVENIENT LoCATION!

1 & 2 BEDROOM Al'AIITMENTs!
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Judicially neutral speech
Judge Griffith espouses
virtues of judicial
neutrality in speech
David Westlake
Forum Staff Writer

J

udge Thomas B. Griffith of the
Unite~ St~tes Cou1i of Appeals for
the Dtstnct of Columbia Circuit
spoke at Valparaiso University School
of Law on October 13 to a crowd of both
law student · and professors. Griffith
pre cnted hi speech, ..Wa Bork Right:
Can Federal Judges be eutral?'', referring to Robert Bork, who was best
known as the failed 1987 conservative Supreme Court nominee, a distinguished scholar oP'anti-trust law and a
former D.C. Circuit Court judge.
Griffith was appointed to the D.C.
Circuit Court in )005 by President
George W. Bush. Since accepting hi
commission, Griffith, who received his
law degree from the University of Virginia School of Law, has presided over
many cases that have made national
headlines. In March of 2007, Griffith
was a part of the majority decision in
District of' Columbia v. Heller, which
ruled that the District's strict hand gun

law wa uncon. titutional under the
econd mcndment. The deci ion ubquently grabbed headline v. hen it
tated that the econd Amendment protected the indi' iduar right to bear arm
as opposed to th collective right of a
state militia. More r cently. Griffith
ruled again t th Bush admini tration
in the case ofHuzaifa Parbat, a Chine e
Muslim, being held at the Guantanamo
Bay detention camp. saying that the e• idence against him was spurious.
In pre enting hi peech, Griffith
argued Bork's tance ofjudicial neutrality in which a federal judge in order to
uphold fhe freedoms of both the majority and the individual, must have a finn
understanding of the scope of judicial
power as defined by the Constitution
of the United States. Instead of deciding cases that would advance outcomes
that he or she believes desirable, a judge
must apply the law as it is written. Anything less would be an abuse of power
that would make the judiciary a "naked
power organ."
"Sometimes the values chosen
by the American people and expressed
in law is flat out wrong," Griffith explained. "Sometimes. it is not just,
sometimes it is not fair, but is not the
role of the judge to conect the faults of
the American people."
Griffith peppered his talk, which

lasted for about 40 minutes. with storic
of hi own e ·perience on the bench, as
well a quotes ftom a plethora of historical sources, all ofwhich he tied into
the central theme of judicial neutrality.
He al oat one point he entertained the
audience by acting out a scene from
Robert Bolt's play, "A.Man for All Seasons."
In concluding his talk, Griffith
answered the question that his talk set
out to answer. "I believe Judge Bork
is right, judges must be neutraL Otberwi. e, the system of democratic governance fails. ·•
The talk became contentious
during the question and answer ses·ion when numerous professors took
Griffith's speech to task. Gt;ffith with
good humor, however, held firm to his
opinion.
"The American people have made
their value choices and expres ed them
into law," he claimed. "My job as a
judge is to use all the skill I can muster and apply that value choice to the
di pute before me. If ·I use my own
contrary views - what is right, what is
wrong, what is just - I undermine the
car€ful law making process of the constitution."

David is a 1L and can be reached
atforum@valpo. edu
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Andrea McArdle lecture
Korin Knutson
Forum Staff Writer
ndrea McArdle spoke at
Valparaiso University School
of Law on October 7 as part
of the Scholars and Advocates in Residence Program lecture series, "Shaping
the Public Dialogue." McArdle presented "Forming a Professional Identity in
Law through Writing: A Pervasive Approach."
McArdle is Professor and Director
of Legal Writing at the City University
of 1 ew York (CUNY). Her speech focused on different writing techniques
for professors in the classroom and
writi~g techniques for students to use
outside of the classroom.
McArdle explained that although
first year writing is rigorous it is the
core of professional formation tor beginning lav.i students. She explained the
need to reinforce the deep learning that
occur in the first year and how the legal education should draw on a broader
range of writing roles.
Some of her various approaches
are specifically designed for professors
to enhance students' understanding of
the law through writing, but there were
also some points for students to take
away. She explained that for student ,
especially in the first year, additional
writing may seem impossible but it
would be invaluable to a deeper understanding of the law.
McArdle explained that creative
writing seems removed from legal writing but it allows students to step back
while reinforcing a beneficial proce:ss
for learning the law. There were two
suggestions for students to try as a new
approach to legal writing.

A

The first was to do legal writing
separate from the legal form. Write
about legal topics, cases and areas of
the Jaw in a free-flowing natural fortrl
and not in the form followed by typical cases briefs or memorandums. Tbe
second was to use the legal form but not
the legal content. McArdle recommended taking the legal fonn and choosing a
topic unrelated to the law.
She explained that by following
that particular fmmat students would
gain insight and understanding of what
legal concepts they were missing or the
points they need to strengthen. She had
a tudent who used the legal structure of
writing but .wrote about a relationshjp.
A topic familiar to that particular student, but she followed a structure outside of her usual practice which enabled
a deeper understanding ofthe points to
cover in her own legal writing.
McArdle suggested to professors
that affording space for this type of
writing would be beneficial in learning
the Jaw and explained that law schools
would do well to allow more pervasive
writing in courses.
McArdle has shaped the development of the writing-intensive curriculum as director of the legal writing
department at CUNY Law School. Before joining the law school faculty she
taught in the Lawyering Program at the
NYU School of Law where she guided
development of its legal writing curriculum. Tn addition she was coordinator
of the NYU Lawyering Theory Workshop, and developed an interdisciplinary faculty workshop series to provide
a framework for thinking about how
lawyers work.
Karin i:, a 1 L and can be reached at
orum@mlpo.edu

Congressman Visclo.s ky visits V alpo Law
Attrium becomes an
important stop on the
campaign trail
Rachel Sharron
Sports Editor

C

ongressman Peter Visclosky
spoke to students and faculty
about his views on a variety of
topics including the bailout, the current United States energy situation and
health care at Valparaiso University
School of Law on October 22, 2008.
Visclosky, a native of Northwest
Indiana, is the Congressional Represen. tative for the first District of Indiana,
which is comprised of Porter, Lake, Jasper, ewton and Benton counties. He is
also the chair of the House of Representatives' Appropriations Subcommittee
on Energy and Water Development.
In addressing the recent bailout
package passed by Congress, Visclosky
said be, "took great umbrage as an accounting major," with the total amount
of the bailout and the short time frame
in which it passed. He aid he felt that
altematives should have been explored,
and that liquidity issues and market
stability should have been addressed
as well as possible changes to current
bankruptcy laws. Visclosky also said
that current executive compensation
needs to be dealt with as some corporate

that the energy problem is one that can
be solved.
Visclosky
said
that you have to throw
money at the problem, but also spend it
as wisely as possible.
For example, "I can't
promise to do anything
to lower the price of
gas, but I can do something to get better ga
mileage in vehicles,"
said Visclosky.
He
also stated that there
is more coal in Indiana
and Illinois than in aH
of Saudi Arabia, and
that research is ongoing to determine if
coal can be used in an
environmentally sound
way.
In
researching
other possible solutions to the energy issue, Visclosky said that
part of the research
they are looking to do
is on building technology - "how do you
build buildings that are
energy efficient and do
not need outside energy
to run" their systems.
Other areas in which
energy research is beCongressman Visclosky addressing the crowd
ing perfonned include
- Eric Haeckquevisst I The Forum

executives, "are being paid 250 times
what the average U.S. worker

makes."
As to other possible approaches, Visclosky said that
when Sweden faced a similar
financial crisis, the government
"We
took control of assets.
should have considered what they
did," said Visclosky instead of a,
"no strings attached" bailout.
In discussing what the government is considering in addition
to the bailout, Visclosky said that
Treasury Secretary, Henry Paulson, "is moving towards dealing
with the liquidity issues of the
financial crisis." He also stated
that there is a strong movement
afoot in Congress to do another
stimulus package, with proposed
figures ranging from 61 billion to
300 billion dollars.
Visclosky also noted that
problems with the future market
were raised in the late 1990's
while President Clinton was in
office, but the Clinton administration passed up the proverbial first
bite of the apple.
Regarding the current U.S.
energy situation, Visclosky said
that he would like the U.S. to,
"move to a carbon free economy." As chair of the Energy and
Water Development subcommittee, Visclosky has been looking
into renewable sources of energy

for the past few years and he believes

solar and geothennal energy as well as
' ave and tidal tion.
isclosky saiet
that there is ·orne thought that the Atlantic and Pacific coasts could provide
vast amounts of energy for the U.S.
Regarding health care, Visclosky
said, "the system is- not working for
people's health currently." He also
stated that over the last two years, 89
million Americans under the age of 65
found themselves without health care
at some point. ''That's wrong in this
country; it's the wrong social and economic policy," said Visclosky. We need
to find a, "much more efficient system
to provide health care," and we also
need to draw the line as to how we're
going to have medicine provided, said
Visclosky. "People come here from all
over the world to seek treatment at certain institutions or from certain people,
but quality is not universal" in our current health care system, said Visclosky.
Visclosky also briefly talked about
the war in Iraq and improving the current infrastructure, but said that specific
policies regarding these issues depend
on the outcome of the presidential election in November.
Visclosky is also in favor of extending the South Shore train service
to Valparaiso and Lowell, Indiana to
promote new economic growth in those
communities and not just provide transportation to Chicago.

Rachel is a 3L and can be reached
at fontm@valpo. edu
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Rockin' T.h e Burbs
New music to
feed your soul
Brett Stein
Forum Music Critic

Oasis- Dig Out Your Soul
ha_t n:ost ?asis fans must be
thmking IS, why didn 't the
band release this album a

W

•••

November 2008

The Music Buzz

ae thetically plea ing, and well-roundfan in general, this album ha taken all
to it charm . La t but not lea t, what
ed a "Paper Trail.''
but an eternity to drop in record tore ,
good would an Oasi ong be without
With an impeccable roster of guest
but that's what tend to happen when
a ubtle Beatles reference, in thi ca e
you release a handful of ingle before
stars, there is only one poor track on the
it' an acknowledgment to a magical
album, ·•Li' e Your Life," a duet with
the official album release. Thi tactic
my tery.
i no different from movie trailer beRihanna that simply doe not fit in with
Still driven by the now mellO\\:
ing shown everal months before it arthe overall message. With fifteen tracks
and grown up Gallagher brothers. "Dig
rives in theaters and those who e'Xhibto choo e from and the majority being
Out Your SouL" i probably an album
ited patience have been duly rewarded.
high-quality songs there is something
most rock listeners will pa up for no
for everyone ranging from the casual
other reason than the belief that Oarap fan to more hardcore listeners. I
sis has nothing left in the tank. Those
give it an 8 out of 10.
people would be mi taken becau e
sometimes when a group has nothing
Jenny Lewis -Acid Tongue
left to lose. they find the inspiration to
his is the second solo album reput out their best work. This album is
leased by the lead singer of Rilo
also unique because listeners can actuKiley and this effort is a large
ally tell the ongs apart. For years Oasis
departure from albums past. "Acid
would put out albums featuring up to 12
Tongue" takes a more folk-style aptracks, none of which were distinguishproach, and the first two tracks support
able from the others. Perhaps if more
this contention. "The Next Messiah"
formerly decent bands were temporarFeaturing guest spots by Rihanna, Ludis the first song on the album to break
ily forgotten about and left for dead they
acris, Usher. John Legend, Justin Timthe mold and features a steady beat that,
would return to pumping out quality
berlake, as well as Kanye West, Jay Z
tunes just like Oasis did here.
about a minute in, drifts into a bluesand Lil' Wayne (the last three appear on . driven guitar riff alongside Lewis ' solid,
In conclusion, do not dismiss this
the same track, "Swagga Like Us"), T.I.
but not spectacular, vocals. Lewis even
album because of the artist, give it a
goes for a grand slam and, for the most
managed to get Elvis Costello to appear
listen instead and try to forget who the
part, succeeds.
on a track, which is no easy feat. This
band is when you are enjoying tracks
"Ready For Wh:V.ever" displays
album should be appreciated by indie
like, "(Get OffYour) High Horse Lady,"
T.I. 's superb ability to craft rhymes
rock fans who don't mind a little folk
and be thankful that you did. For some
around expertly chosen beats. Though
and blues sprinkled into some of the
reason, this is the time of year when
T.I. has been in the news more for his
songs. By taking more control over this
most movie and music releases are
activities hedging on the criminal side,
album than her first solo release, Lewis
simply not up to par. There is no radon't let that take away from what he
has established herself as an artist aptional explanation for this, but fear not
accomplishes with this album. He comproaching a voluminous catalogue of
because this column has you covered. I
bines crossover hits like "On Top of the
songs (though she still trails the king
give it a 7 out of 10; it's worth giving
World," with harder tracks like "Every
Ryan Adams, who has more releases to
this album a chance.
Chance I Get." When it comes to rap, it his credit than perhaps any artist in the
seems each album released is an attempt
history of music).
T.I. -Paper Trail
to outdo the previous one that topped
The album's title track is a slow
.I. firmly declares in the intra
the charts. T.I. challenges everyone out
buil~ing construction, powered beof "Paper Trail," that the wait
there to put out an album as diverse,
hind soft vocals, accompanied with
is over. For fans of T.l. or rap

T

decade ago? The most recent effort for
the wannabe-Beatles is the strongest album they have put out in thirteen years.
The opening track, "Bag It Up," sets the
tone for the rest of the album, which is
at times heavy and at other times displaying the shades of brilliance that Oasis can provide for the listeners who still
remember the days when they put out
their other albums. The standout track,
though, is the shivering and forceful
"The Shock of the Lightning," which
contains all the ingredients necessary
for a great Oasis track: clean vocals,
rocking guitars, and just enough hook in
the chorus to render listeners powerless

T

trong backing vocals. " Fernando" is
a straight-forward upbeat number that
break up the monotony of the slower
tracks that permeate the record. Lew-

is ' band, Rilo Kiley, took a lot of grief
from fans and critics on their last album,
which was slick and overproduced in
contrast to their prev ious albums. No
one can accuse Lewis of doing the same
on "Acid Tongue," which sounds as if
it could have been recorded in a basement studio instead of a California studio. The album was co-produced by her
boyfriend, indie rock darling Jonathan
Rice, and has a more organic and simplified sound than her first solo record.
This album fits the bill for music fans who thin k less is more when
it comes to production, and who have
a deep appreciation for songs that are
growers rather than instant hits. Most
of these songs ta ke a few full listens
before they can be appreciated for their
fine craftsmanship and nuanced songwriting. Remember, patience is the
friend of true music fans. I give it an
8 out of 10.

Brett is a 3L and can be reached at
forum @valpo.edu

JJThe Importance of Being Earnest"
Theatre Review
Natasha Bennett
Forum Staff Writer

L

ike many great works of art, The
Importance of Being Earnest was
written for the most seductive of
reasons ... money," said Sarah Wallace.
Oscar Wilde's masterpiece delighted local audiences throughout the month of
October as the Valparaiso University
Department of Theatre presented Wilde's cynical and irreverent social commentary on Victorian Society.

Set during the English Victorian
Era, the play revolves around the lives
of Algernon Moncrieff (Charles Szorc)
and Jack Worthing a/k/a "Ernest" (Andrew Robinson) and their attempts to
wed Gwendolen Fairfax (Emily Newport) and Cecily Cardew (Lisa Morton).
Wilde's Earnest is a satirical view of social hypocrisy and is considered one of
his greatest literary productions.
The play centers. on the antics of
Jack and Algernon, two eligible English
bachelors, who seek to evade responsibility whenever possible. Jack created
a fictional brother named "Ernest" as a
reason to escape the monotony of country life and the responsibility he bears

for his ward Cecily. Algernon created a
fictional friend named "Bunbury" who
suffers from "permanent ailments" as
an excuse to avoid most social obligations.
During one of his excursions into
London, Jack meets and falls in love
with Algernon's cousin Gwendolen.
Jack considers telling Gwendolen his
true identity but is distraught to learn
that she can only love a man named "Ernest." His name is not the only thing
that stands in the way as Gwendolen's
overbearing mother, Lady Bracknell
(Eiyssa Salinas), refuses to give her
consent when she learns of Jack's lack
of social status.

After learning of Jack's ward Cecily, Algernon becomes captivated with
learning more about Jack's country life
and the girl he knows nothing about. Algernon travels to Woolton, the location
of Jack's country home, where he encounters Cecily in the garden and introduces himself as "Ernest," Jack's contemptuous brother. Cecily is intrigued
by finally meeting the man she has only
heard about through stories.
Cecily reveals to "Ernest" her
dream of marrying a man named "Ernest" and they quickly become engaged.
When Jack arrives at the Manor to announce that his brother "Ernest" was
tragically killed, chaos ensues as Cec-

ily and Gwendolen. who had trave led to
Woolton in search of '"Ernest," realize

they arc both engaged to a man nam e d
"Ernest." What follows is a hilarious
tale of mistaken identity that would not
be complete without a surprise ending involving the true identity of Jack
Worthing.
Earnest was another fantastic production by the Department of Theatre
and if you didn' t take the time to go
then you really missed out on a great
performance. Under the direction of
Lee F. Orchard, the talented ensemble
cast delivers a spotless performance
from the initial entrance of the butler
Lane (Joseph Miller) to the final curtain
despite the use of faux British accents.
While Earnest has reached the end
of its run, the Department of Theatre has
several upcoming events that I would
encourage everyone to attend. My only
suggestion would be to wear 5 layers of
clothes when viewing a play in VUCA
unless you like freezing to death.
Upcoming Events:
Beyond Therapy- Nov. 13 - 16
The Acting - Directing Studio - Dec.
10-11

Natasha is a 3L and can be reached at
forum@valpo .edu
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Feeding .G us
Strongbow Inn
Kirsten Haalboom
Forum Food Critic

the buffet was out of the restaurant's
special pastries, discussed below, ~nd he
brought us some from the bakery area to
try. All in all, the service at Strongbow
Inn was quite amenable.
3. Cost
The menu at Strongbow varies
from thirteen dollars to thirty dollars
per meal. However, at just under fifteen
dollars a person for the all you can eat
turkey buffet, Wednesday evening is the
most cost-effective meal at the restaurant. For those fifteen dollars, you can
eat so much delicious turkey you will
want to sleep until Thanksgiving. This
buffet excels at both quality and quantity; therefore your money is by no means
going to waste. It is definitely worth every penny.
4. Taste
At the turkey buffet, you will find
a soup, salad and dessert area; a to-order pasta station; and a buffet with ribs
red cabbage salad, seasonal vegetables:
yams, mashed potatoes, stuffing, gravy
and cranberry relish. Most important of
all, you will find a turkey carving station, where you can request your favorite part of the bird. Of course, the best
thing of all was the giant turkey legs,

hat words describe autumn in
Valparaiso? Crisp air, brightly colored leaves and ... rain.
Luckily there is another word to cheer
us up on dreary days, namely, turkey.
Unfortunately, attending class does not
leave me much time to roast a traditional
turkey, with all the trimmings of course.
As the holiday season approaches and
w~ long with sentimental fondness for
family gatherings, I am grateful that
there is a place in town where we can
go and get our fill of comfort food. I am
speaking of Strongbow Inn, located at
2405 East U.S. 30.
Opened in the early 1940s and
named for the Potawatomi Chief who
lived on the land in the 1800s, this restaurant has a history as rich as its desserts. The menu includes traditional
turkey dinners, as well as turkey pie,
and even turkey schnitzel. There are
also non-turkey options, if you want
to avoid the tryptophan.
However, if you want a
turkey dinner with all the
trimmings, I recommend
going on a Wednesday
evening when the restaurant boasts an incredible spread, commonly
known as the turkey
buffet.
To review my test
for evaluating a restaurant, I consider four elements, none of which
are decisive in my conclusion. These elements
are: ambiance, service,
cost and taste. Ambiance can best be evaluated by considering the
decor of the restaurant,
the table arrangement,
whether there is music
and whether there is entertainment
available.
In looking at service,
my main concern is the
speed and accuracy of
the wait-staff, but friendliness and charisma are
also important. Cost
must include quality as
Gus enjoying his turkey leg
a factor, because even
if a restaurant is inexpenwhich August ate with characteristic
sive, I will probably never return if the
gusto.
quality is poor. Finally, and of primary
The salad was nothing special, but
importance is taste, in which I consider
that was alright, because we were there
my personal enjoyment of the food, as
for comfort food, and not rabbit food. I
well as the originality of it. The review
tried the turkey noodle soup, which was
of Strongbow Inn's Turkey Buffet is as
amazing, with a perfect consistency
follows:
and delicate seasoning. I moved on to

W

l.Ambiance
The main dining room at Strongbow Inn is elegant and spacious. However, I strongly encourage that you to
ask to be seated in the Wild Blue Yonder
Lounge. We were lucky enough to have
a friend in the know make our reservations so that we could sit in this small
room. Located just off the main dining room, the lounge includes a bar on
one side, with booths and small tables
filling the rest of the space. The walls
and ceiling of the room are designed
to make you feel as if you are seated in
the Enola Gay, with "window" lining
the walls and views of distant scenery.
Decorating the ceiling are model planes
from various eras. On the night we were
there, we were lucky enough to experience a jazz singer, and we were told
that there is live music every Wednesday for the guests to enjoy. Overall, it
was an extremely pleasant place to eat
a fun meal.
2. Service
Service is not as relevant at a buffet as it is at a restaurant where dinner
is plated, however, it can increase the
experience overall. All of the wait-staff
at Strongbow Inn were extremely cordial, and our drinks were never empty.
The~ attended to our special requests
graciOusly, and were always friendly
and polite. I was especially impressed
when we mentioned to our server that

the rolls, which were homemade yeast
rolls, and reminded me, of something
my great-grandmother used to make.
The red cabbage salad brought back
memories of Christmas in Sweden, and
the yams were delicious, with a hint of
lemon. The carrots and squash were a
bit undercooked for my taste, but I prefer that to their being mushy. However,
the mashed potatoes were perfect, with
a light buttery flavor and even a few
lumps to make it seem even more home
made. I was not a huge fan of the stuffing because it was somewhat blander
then I am used to.
The pasta station was nice, with
a variety of veggies, pastas and flavorings to be put in, but when I said a little
garlic and a spoonful was added, I was
not so happy with the vampire-repelling
effect. Gus enjoyed the ribs, which were
flavorful, with a little bit of a kick. The
turkey was roasted to perfection and
so juicy you hardly needed the gravy.
It tasted especially good with a bit of
cranberry relish, which was a fresh and
sweet accent to the meat.
Now let's talk about dessert a little
while. There was a pastry paradise on
the dessert table. Gus and I decided to
try several things together. The pastries
were tasty, as was the carrot cake. But
who would notice those next to the huge
slices of beautifully decorated cake? We
tried one slice of a yellow cake with a

surprising citrus icing. It was refreshing, and made us believe we still had the
room in our stomachs to try the other
cake, which was a dense chocolate cake
with a mocha flavored icing. Either one
is worth the calories for sure. Finally,
at the recommendation of a friend, we
requested a special puff pastry that is
usually served at the buffet. Our server called it a swan, but we thought it
looked more like a turkey, possibly as a
side-effect of our meal's theme.
Conclusion
All Gus could say at the end of
the meal was, "I'm stuffed." We both
were. It was like being at home for the
holidays and overeating with our families, which was perfect for an autumn
evening in Valparaiso. I would recommend the turkey buffet at Strongbow
Inn to anyone feeling a little homesick
and very hungry. However, a word of
warning is in order: make reservations
because the entire restaurant began fill~
ing at five and stayed full the entire time
we were there.

Kirsten is a 3L and can be reached
at forum@valpo .edu.

"W"
Sean Hatfield
Forum Movie Critic

0

h Oliver Stone let me count
the ways you upset me. Born
on the Fourth of July, JFK, Alexander; the list is endless. Of course
there are a few bright points on his resume - no wait there are only two, Platoon and Nixon. I suppose even a blind
squirrel finds a nut once in a while.
Alas, the focus of our review today
shall not rise to the level The Women, but
neither does it sink to the depths of The
Hulk. It is mediocre at best. That is not
to say, though, that it was a complete disaster. The film did have some redeeming qualities, namely the subject, Dubbya. This might be a good point to tell
you dear readers that l might be a little
biased when it comes to our President;
and by a little I mean a lot. My government teacher in high school told me that
I made Barry Goldwater look pink and
I have never looked back. Bush is the
man, plain and simple. If I may make
a quick Dark Knight reference, Number
43 may not be the hero we want, but he
is the hero we need.
That said, let us turn our attention
to the movie itself. As you probably
guessed from the title of the movie, it
is about George W. Bush. In typical
Oliver Stone fashion, it alternates between flashback of Bush's youth and
his present life. Stone made great use
of this style in Nixon. In that 1995 masterpiece, Stone effectively tells the story
surrounding Nixon's youth as it shaped
his future political psyche.
Ollie tried to do the same in W,
but failed miserably. The audience is
left with what looks like one of my old
1L writing assignments, rushed, done
the night before and full of mistakes.
Dubbya was a drinker, Dubbya saw the
light, Dubbya became President and his
daddy thought it shouid have been his
younger brother. Really? That was the
best story Stone could tell? Oh wait,
let's not forget the war in Iraq. Ollie
almost forgot about it, realized that he
almost forgot about it and then made the
last half of the movie a documentary on

the war. It is just not his best work.
The casting in Nixon was far superior as well. Anthony Hopkins, Ed
Harris, Bob Hoskins, James Woods
-awesome. And the cast of W: Josh
Brolin ... er.. umm ... oh yeah, James
Cromwell (that'll do pig) and Richard
Dreyfess. That guy hasn't made a good
movie since What About Bob. Yes, they
all seemed to look like the real people
and they all had the right mannerisms,
but that's all it was, a night at the Improv. It was like a two hour long Saturday Night Live skit without any jokes.
The one big thing this movie has
going for it is audience reaction. If
you hate George W. Bush you are going come away from this movie feeling
the exact same way. And if you love
George W. Bush, you are going to love
him even more. The dialogue was also,
admittedly, well done. Kudos, Ollie.
You have got to love a movie that refers
to Helen Thomas as an "old battle axe"
and New York Times readers as "latte
sippin' liberals." She is and they are.
Well, there you have it, W was not
terrible, but it was not great. It does
not make my top five greatest political
flicks of all time list. What did make
Sean's list? I am glad you asked.
5. Primary Colors -A good time and
an entertaining look at presidential politics.
4. Wag the Dog- Makes you wonder
if our system is really that corrupt and
if the media should really drive politics
like it does.
3. The American President- The great
precursor to the West Wing series. This
movie might have made number one
were it not for the ridiculous left wing
diatribes and Richard Dreyfuss.
2. Nixon - It was just good. Great
cast, great story and that one guy from
Scrubs.
1. Mr. Smith Goes to Washington- Need
I say more? Jimmy Stewart, they broke
the mold when they made you.

Sean is a 3L and can be reached at
forum@valpo.edu.

Kirsten Haalboom 1 The Forum

LUNCH: ~.
BRUNCH:
62 W. Lincolnway

DINNER:
GOOD TIMES:
219.476.PIKK (7455)

pikkstavern.com
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Profiles

Hometown:

Hometown:

The Colony, TX

Ford Heights, IL

Undergraduate School:

Undergraduate School:
New College of California

Undergraduate School:

Texas Tech University

Prairie State College - AA
University of IL at
Springfield - BA

Undergraduate ltlajor:
Psychology

Undergraduate Major:
Humanities

Undergraduate Major:
Criminal Justice

Family; The 5 Ds ... Mother- Dianne, 27 yr old sister- Danyell, 16
yr old sister- Demi, and 14 yr old sister- Dyana. I guess you can
throw in my pappy Ron and his kids.
1. What is your favorite part about Fall (the real Fall, not the
school calendar based Fall)?
As a Texan fall means that we won't have to suffer through the
100 degree summer days anymore. We enjoy 75 degree weather for
our fallish winter.
2. Are you going to carve a pumpkin this Halloween? lfyes, what
will it look like?
Umm ... I will not be carving a pumpkin because I am a fullfledged adult male sans children. Ifi did though, I think it'd be easy
to create a scary one that looks just like John McCain.
3. Do you think the Bailout, a.k.a. "the Rescue Package", has
worked or will work?
I'm not sure anyone knows if it works yet, but at least Warren
Buffett wants us to know that he has enough money and confidence
to invest in the market. Will it work? It has to or else we're in
trouble for the foreseeable future.
4. Have you changed your spending habits or budget since the
financial markets got all wacky?
Ha ... I eat one meal per day, I had my cable involuntarily
turned off and I can't afford to take any pretty ladies out on dates.
All is not lost, though, because the local taverns have decided to pity
those who have fallen on hard times by ensuring that their prices
remain constant.
5. Blackberry will be releasing a touch screen phone, there are
now touch screen computers being offered by HP, what are you
thoughts on the touch screen movement in electronics?
Are you people really that lazy?
6. Who is better at being Sarah Palin: Sarah Palin or Tina Fey?
I'm pretty sure that if Tina Fey went out to campaign for
McCain as Sarah Palin the McCain supporters wouldn't be able to
tell the difference. In fact, she might be able to help McCain with
question number 8.

1. What is your favorite part about Fall (the real Fall, not the

Family; Husband, Kevin, Daughter, Layla
Dog's, Russell (Plott Hound) & Bailey (American Eskimo)

school calendar based Fall)?
I love to see the fall leaves on the ground, also the weather is
nearly just right.

1. What is your favorite part about Fall? (the real Fall, not the
school calendar based Fall)? Football & Fireplaces

2. Are you going to carve a pumpkin this Halloween? If yes, what
will it look like?
I don't think 1 will be carving a pumpkin, but if I did it would
probably be crappy because carving is definitely not one of my
skills.
3. Do you think the Bailout, aka " the Rescue Package," has
worked or wiJJ work?
No, I think it is just a pacifier to an ongoing problem. Short
term effects may be okay, but I am not sure about the long term
implications.
4. Have you changed your spending habits or budget since the
financial markets got all wacky?
No, l prepared for it in advance because you never know when
things will change.

5. Blackberry will be releasing a touch screen phone, there are
now touch screen computers being offered by HP, what are your
thoughts on the touch screen movement in electronics?
Just another way to get money!
6. Who is better at being Sarah Palin; Sarah Palin or Tina Fey?
Definitely Tina Fey!
7. Iran recently caught "spy pigeons" near one of its nuclear
facilities. What animal would you use to assist in a spy operation?
I don't know, maybe a dove because 1 don't think anyone would
expect it.
8. Call it. Who is going to win the election? Obama

2. Are you going to carve a pumpkin this Halloween? If
what will it look like? Not this year.

yes~

3. Do you think the Bailout aka "the Rescue Package" has
worked or will work?
I don't have much confidence in corporate socialism.
4. Have you changed your spending habits or budget since the
financial markets got all wacky?
I changed my spending habits when J quit my job to attend law
school. I qo worry about my savings & retirement.

5. Blackberry will be releasing a touch screen phone, there are
now touch screen computers being offered by HP, what are your
thoughts on the touch screen movement in electronics?
I am addicted to my BlackBerry but have no plans to purchase
the new touch screen version. I do have the touch screen iPod but I
don't think its super user friendly. It looks amazing though.
6. Who is better at being Sarah Palin: Sarah Palin or Tina Fey?
Tina is better at being funny. Sarah is better at being frightenin g.

7. Iran recently caught "spy pigeons" near one of its nucle,ar
facilities. What animal would you use to assist in a spy operation? Elephant. No question.
8. Call it. Who is going to win the election?
Mr. Barack Obama. Feel free to be grateful and elated.

TRIVIA
By Heather Looby -- Executive Editor

7. Iran recently caught "spy pigeons" near one of its nuclear
facilities. What animal would you use to assist in a spy operation?
1 would probably go with a unicorn. I could ride on the back
of a unicorn to any secret government facility and people would
just think they were imagining things. For those of you that don't
believe that unicorns exist, my second choice of animal would be
one ofthose lovable koala bears.

1. Who said: "I'm the President of the United States and I'm
not going to eat any more broccoli?"

2. What former University of Michigan football player President was shot at while walking to California Governor Jerry
Brown's office?

8. Call it. Who is going to win the election? "That One"

3. Who was the only practidng Roman Catholic to serve as
President?
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1

8
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4. Who was the youngest person to ever serve as President?
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9

5. Who was our only bachelor President?
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7. What president served the shortest time (32 days) as President?
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6. What President of the 19th century, who is also the only
President to serve two non-consecutive terms, was accused of
having an illegitimate child?

8. What President founded the University ofVirginia?

9

3
2

2

*If you have taken Legal Profession with Professor Gaffuey,
this should be an easy one.

6
4

7
9

3

9. What President saw the turtleneck he wore at cease-fire
talks in Bosnia fetch $5,000 at auction?

10. Who was the tallest President?

~~em~b_er_2_oo_s
__________________~----~li~l~t!~C:~I~i~()~n~~~~Q~9~~--------------------~~~~---l!l
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Senator Obam.a addres·ses crowd at Indiana State Fair Grounds
Mecca Anderson
Forum Staff Writer

n the heels ofhis second debate
with Senator John McCain,
Senator Barack Obama held
a "Change We Need" rally at the Indiana State Fairgrounds in Indianapolis
on Wednesday, October 8th. This cool,
rainy day mar!sed the Senator's sixth
visit to the state since the end of the
primary season. According to Robert
L. Miller II of the Division of Fire &
Building Safety, an estimated 21,000
supporters attended the rally. Obama
spoke of the financial and housing crisis, the previous night's debate, and the
soaring price of home heating costs.
· Senator Obama described the
anxiety, fear and panic many Americans
feel now, but explained that we can
overcome the Ghallenges by American
resolve. The Senator related why he
believes the country will succeed. He
stated that Americans. have the "fundamental belief that here in America, our
destiny is not written for us, it is written
by us. We make the decision about how
we're going to move forward."
He went on to provide specific details of his education, tax cut and health-

O

care plans. He spoke passionately of his
mother's battle with ovarian cancer and
struggles she had with her insurance
company.
\Vhile Senator Obama spoke to
Hoosiers in Indianapolis, his opponent,
Senator John McCain, was in Pennsylvania speaking to his own supporters.
Referencing the second debate
and sticking to one of the campaign's
main talking points, the Senator said
"In last night's debate, John McCai~
and I each had the chance to make the
case for change - to talk about what ~e
would do differently from the last eight
years ... But all we heard from Senator
McCain was more of the same Bush
economics that led us to this point."
Senator Evan Bayh, Dnce rumored
to be a contender for the· Democratic
V_ice Presidential nominee, opened for
Senator Obama. Prior to introducing
Senator Obama, Bayh announced to a
thunderous crowd,"In three and a half
months, the Bush administration will be
dQP.e, gone, finished forever."
Democratic gubernatorial candidate Jill Long Thompson also spoke
to the large crowd. Long Thompson is
.running against Republican incumbent,
·Mitch Daniels. While supporters waved

SenatorObama in Indianapolis

"Ditch Mitch" signs, Long Thompson
shouted, "We can't afford four more
years of George Bush, John McCain
and Mitch Daniels."

•
•
on Govenor Palin
An opinion

Goyernor Palin visits Indy
Nathan Vis
Forum Staff Writer

n visiting with over 20,000 Hoosiers on Friday, October 17, GOP
Vice Presidential Nominee Sarah
Palin encouraged an energized crowd
to keep Indiana a red state in the 2008
presidential election.
"You have a choice between a politician who puts his faith in government
and a leader who puts his faith in you"
Palin informed the horde of people who
filled the Verizon Wireless Music Center in Noblesville, Indiana.
The Alaskan Governor and former mayor of Wasilla, Alaska wasted
no time in her thirty minute discussion
calling for Senator Obama to release
all of his dealings with ACORN (Association of Community Organizations
for Reform Now), a group under Jaw·
enforcement scrutiny and investigation
in several states for voter fraud. Noting
her affiliations and efforts to clean up
Alaskan government, Palin shared that,
"associations are important, and they go
to the heart of someone 's judgment and
truthfulness."

I

The crowd at Palin's rally was diverse. According to 2L, Mike Duffy,
the attendees, "seemed to be a real cross
section of people and a lot of different ages were out there too." Indiana's
Lieutenant Governor Becky Skillman,
in her introduction of Governor Palin,
invoked Senator Obama 's comment§ to
a San Francisco group describing those
in rural America to be clinging to guns
and religion. "Those are the strong conservative values that have made Indiana
and America great."

Those values and others were on
the minds of attendees who shared their
thoughts with Valparaiso University
School of Law 1L, Donnie Metlovski.
"The enthusiasm and excitement there
was high, and people were upset with
the brutal media coverage that she has
been receiving," Metlovski said. "People wanted to hear about real issues,
such as what are Obama's policies regarding wealth redistribution and what
radicals has and is he continuing to associate himself with."
Nathan is a 2L and can be reached at
Nathan. Vis@valpo.edu.

Democratic Presidential
nominee to campaign
in the state, forty-four
years ago. According to
The Star Press, Senator McCain is leading
in the state with a three
point advantage officially making Indiana a
key battleground state.
In the lead up to election
day. the state has been
visited again by Senator Obama, Michelle
Obama and Republican
Vice-Presidential nominee, Sarah Palin.
The Big Ten Battleground Poll has Obama
leading McCain in Indi~
ana by nine points. Other
polls, like the Indiana
General Election Poll
of Polls, show a tighter
race. CNN reports that
Artur Zandrozny/ The Forum Obama has spent approxiThe state of Indiana has not voted mately $11,823,690 advertising in this
for a Democratic presidential candistate.
date since Lyndon Johnson in 1964.
Mecca is a I L and can be reached at
President Johnson was also the last jorum@vafpo.edu.

Rachel Troyer
Guest Writer

T

his election should be about the
candidate who brings the most
to_ the table. It should not be
torced into the arena 6f gender politics.
It should be an informed debate about
the candidates stances on the issues, not
a smear campaign based on rumors. It
should be about the candidate that cares
more about helping this country and its
people.
Sorpetimes I cannot believe the
depths of hypocrisy that the Democratic Party will sink to. Republican
Vice Presidential candidate Sarah Palin
is being attacked from all sides in this
campaign. She is enduring c1iticism
from the leftist media, who take much
of what she says out of context, from
celebrities who "think" they know what
they are talking about, and from outspoken democratic supporters.
There are T-shirts, more YouTube
videos than you can count blogs smearing her reputation and other memorabilia sexualizing Palin (i.e. the young man
photoshopped between her legs). There
are even some of the Democratic leaders who have made sexist comments
such as the pig with lipstick comment.

. Tina Fey's impersonations of Palin
on Saturday Night Live may have been
funny sketches; however, those sketches
have had much greater political impact
than just making people laugh. It undermines Palin's credibility in the everyday person's mind, whether the sketch
was an overblown portrayal or not. It
affects the country's perception of her.
1 will be the first to admit that it's good
to have a sense of humor about yourself,
but there comes a point when the joke
stops being funny.
Palin's personal choices and family have been scrutinized more than any
other candidate in recent memory. Her
home and family life have been completely dissected and this media blitz
probably would not have happened had
she not been a woman. So where are the
so called feminists and "open-minded"
liberals in all ofthis? They are strangely
silent amidst this massive media bombardment.
As a woman I sometimes find it
hard to ~elieve how hard we women attack one another. What is it about her
that people don't like? Is it the fact that
she is .attractive? Is it the fact that she
gives off an air of confidence, and that
rubs women the wrong way? Could it
be because she tnay do something different? It is difficult to tell exactly v.:hat

is cau~ing this violent backlash against
her. However, Palin's main support base
seems to be the everyday working people that built this country. That is one of
the most important things that she can
bring to this election.
Palin has managed to be what
most "feminists" have been striving for.
She has managed to do in her short career what most women dream of accomplishing. She has gone from competing
in beauty pageants to being a big name
in politics. She has managed to balance
both a successful career and raising a
large family at the same time.
However, because she is also a
conservative christian, she is being
hung out to dry. And ~en seem to be
the most outspoken supporters of Palin.
At the most recent Indianapolis rally for
Palin there were as many guys showing
their su_pport tor her as female supporters packing into the Verizon Wireless
center to see her.
Palin has both the ability and drive
to make a great vice president. I agree
with most of her policy decisions, but
even if you don't she doesn't deserve
the treatment she has endured from the
press.
Rachel is a 2L and can be reached at
Rachel. Troyer@valpo. edu.

Presidential hopeful speaks on campus
Libertarian
candidate Bob
Barr visits Valpo
Michael Wild
Copy Editor

0

n Fri_day, October 4th, the Libertanan Party's Presidential
candidate, Bob Ban, returned
to Valparaiso University. Barr was
last on campus in 2007 for a program
discussing the powers of the federal
government. The Law Libetiarians of
Valparaiso University (LLVU) sponsored the event, held at the Neils Science Center Auditorium.
Barr spoke to an audience of about
eighty people on a number of topics,
and outlined the basics of his campaign
platform. Barr started by expressing his
disappointment with the current state of
the presidential debate system. He lamented his inability to discuss the issues
in a larger forum, with the major party
candidathl, John McCain and Barack

wanning is a very important concern,
in the Treasury Secretary. Barr implied
Obama. At the time of Barr's appearwarranting extensive scientific study.
that if elected, he would stay true to the
ance, the only nationally televised deDuring the question and answer
separation of powers by scaling back
-bate was between Vice Presidential
session, Barr also elaborated on the
hopefuls Sarah Palin and Joe Biden, the powers that the executive branch
composition of the Libertarian Party.
has assumed over recent years.
and Barr commented that neither Vice
The Libertarian Party is a very inclusive
While criticizing the Vice PresiPresidential candidate offered much
organization at the national level. In
dential debates and the bailout, Barr exsubstance. Specifically, Barr was critigeneral, Libertarians tend to be suspipressed disappointment with the dimincal that the debate format did not chalcious of large government, dislike the
lenge the Vice Presidential candidates ished role that the Constitution plays in notion that their taxes fund extensive
modern American politics. Barr noted
to leave their comfort zones and address
government regulatory pr9grams, advodifficult questions. Additionally, Barr that neither Vice Presidential candidate
cate individual responsibility instead of
mentioned the Constitution over the -government regulation and place a high
commented that the popular press has
course of their debate. To Barr, a fanner
dumbed-down American politics.
emphasis ali civil liberties. Libertarians
U.S. Attorney and civil rights advocate,
Barr later went on to outline his
tend to be unified against gun control,
the Constitution is a fundamental eleviews on the Congressional bailout
but divided on topics such as abortion
ment of his campaign, and be stated that
of Wall Street and the credit crisis. In
and stem cell research.
Barr's view, the bailout is an example of he would reestablish an appreciation for
After Barr concluded his presenthe Constitution in the White House if tation, the LLVU hosted a reception at
"breathtaking arrogance" by Congress.
elected.
Specifically. he discussed the brief legPestos restaurant and offered guests a
Barr concluded his presentation
islative history of the bailout bill. The
chance to have a discussion with Barr.
with a question and answer session.
bailout legislation began as a four-page
LLVU offered guests a unique opportuWhile taking questions, Barr expanded
document with nearly unlimited power
nity to discuss Barr's political record,
on his views about the future of Ameridelegated to the Treasury Secretary, and
Ban·'s career as an attorney and many
can politics. In response to a question
in subsequent revisions, th~ bill was
other topics. The opportunity for faceexpanded to over 400 pages, with only
about the environment, Barr elaborated
to-face interaction with a former Conminimal Congressional supervision of his belief that a sqort-term solution to
gressional representative and PresidenTreasury Secretary Henry Paulson. To
the energy- price crisis is· tapping into
tial candidate 1s. a rare one for students
Barr, this grant of authority to the exdomestic oil reserves, and investing in
at any university, and the LLVU was
alternative energy as a long-tenn soluecutive branch is a clear violation of the
instrumental in providing it to the Valpo
separation of powers, and Congress had . tion. While discussing the environment,
community.
no business instilling so much power Ban discussed his belief that global
In addition to individual questions

and answers, Barr also spoke about the
progress of his campaign. Ban was realistic about his chances to get elected
in 2008, but was optimistic that the
Libertarian Party's message of .maHer
government, individual responsibility
over personal finances and retirement,
lower taxes and the importance of individual liberty are strong core messages
that will hopefully translate into more
national media exposure in the coming years. Barr also mentioned that in
recent months, the Libertarian Party has
seen increased national exposure from
"earned media," where there is enough
public discussion of the merits of Libertarian idea.S that a candidate such as
Barr is invited to speak on television
talk shows. To smaller party candidates
like Barr, earned media is a boon because it increases exposure without the
expense of paying for advertising space
on television and radio networks. By
increasing earned media exposure, the
Libertarian Party can create an exposure cycle that improves its fundraising efforts its ability to stockpile extra
funds to subsidize a stronger campaign
through election night.
Michael is a 2L and can be reached at
forum@ Valpo. edu
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Boat Cruise 2008
SBA
sponsored on fun
Lake Michigan
David Johnson
Forum Staff Writer

T

more and more people tarted trickling
onto the floor. By the time the ship
docked again at , avy Pier, the dance
floor ' as jam packed: and many cruise
goers looked disappointed "hen they
realized that the e\ening had come roan
end. If I may, I'd like to g1w an honorable mention to the dancing 2L or 3L
wearing the shades whose name I ne\ er
got - Holy cow. you're good. If your
JD doesn't work out. try Hollywood or
Broadway. I think you could easily get
filthy rich with your skills
I digre s. As the evening came
to an end and many of the cruise goers
lined up to exit the Spirit, many sported
a drowsy look; save finals week, many
of us don't stay up t~ll 3 a.m. As I boarded the bus and snuggled up against my
girlfriend to go to sleep, many followed
my lead and did the same. Some, though,
still had a little midnight oil to bum and
chatted about life, the universe, and everything in between.
When we pulled into Valparaiso,
the night ended calmly and quietly. Sober rides were available to take those
of us home who had a little too much
fun on the cruise_ Rumors that Dean
Adams would, be waiting there to reprimand those of us that partied a little
too hard turned out to be false, and everyone seemed to leave the event smiling. When [ eventually made it home at
5:30, I mumbled something about usually getting up for class at that time: Oh
well, at least I got to party in Chicago
and a take a break from Civ Pro, if only
for a night.

his year P.A.D hosted its annual
boat cruise on September 27th,
and except for a few minor snafus, the evenmg went off without a hitch.
Fine, fine, the busses were a tad late and
the line to get on the boat moved a bit
slow, and a jacket seemed to disappear.
Thankfully, the festive spitit in the air
seemed to indicate that these small setbacks didn't put a damper the evening.
Once the Spirit of Chicago left
Navy Pier, the party really started. Nerv:ous lLs, like yours truly, mingled with
the upperclassmen and beseeched them
for tips and tricks for Professor Carter '
midterm. Many of the 2Ls and 3Ls gave
out good. heart-felt advice; some just
replied with a devilish grin. Having just
taken the aforementioned midterm. I
now fi.tlly understand the grin.
After the cruise was fully underway and Chicago's scenic skyline slowly glided by our side, the party really
began to pick up. The crew of the Spirit
started serving the food (which, by the
way, was fantastic) and the DJ started
playing catchier and catchier ttmes. It
wasn't long until the each and every of
the ship's passengers could feel a buzz
David is a 1L and can be reached at
of excitement in the air.
fonan @valpo. edu
The dance scene started off a little
slow, but as the evening progressed,

Students waiting to board the Spirit of Chicago.

Phi Delta Phi
Pumpkin Carving
RoniGomez

Matt Skilling

comprised of attorneys and judges from
around the area. Tracey Schafer, intraschool competition chair, is ready to get
the competition started, "We hope everyone comes to the final round on the
J2th and see your friends argue." The
final round will be held in Stride Courtroom at 7:00pm.
The Executive Board has returned
from the National Trial Advocacy Competition. The event is held annually
at Michigan State University. Aaron
Giorgi was happy with the team's performance, "I think everyone did a great
job. Trista Hudson, our coach, spent a
lot of time working with_ us this semester. 1 can't wait to get the final results."
The team will know the_ir final placement in the next few weeks.

M

embers of the Mock Trial
team are preparing to com- ~
pete November 10, 11 and 12
in the annual intraschool competition.
This year's fact pattern centers on Sam
Worker. Worker has been charged with
embezzlement of a beer recipe and two
computer crimes.
Four teams of four students are
spending several nights a week together putting the finishing touches on
their opening statements, direct and
cross examinations and closing arguments. "Obviously he didn't steal the
beer recipe." says Vanessa Sheehan, attorney for the defense. "I think you'll
find the facts prove be is guilty beyond
Matt is a 3L and can be reached at
a reasonable doubt," argues Nathan Vis,
Mathf!YI.,Skilling@valpo. edu
attorney for the state. The students argue in front of a panel of 3 to. 4 judges

E

Roni is a 3L and can be reached at
Roni/ee. Gomez@valpo.edu

Mock Tri·al prepares
to compete
Mock Trial Secretary

PDP Vice Magister
very year Phi Delta Phi sponsors
a pumpkin carving event, and for
the past two years we have been
at the Spring Valley Center on Calumetone of our in-town homeless shelters.
There were about 15 kids this year, and
each got to pick their pumpkin and draw
a face. For tnany of the children, this
may be one of only a few limited opportunities at Halloween fun, and fun they
had. Some were content with watching
the volunteers do all the "bard work,"
and others insisted on doing it all themselves.
My goblin decided it would be
more fun just to pull the guts out of the
pumpkins, and chose the 3 largest ones
he could find and placed them at my feet
to carve. Although their favorite patt
may ve.ry well. have been the candy at
the end, each left with their own pumpkin and a smile.
It is important for all of us to remember that pro ~ono and volunteerism means more than just offering free
legal advice (when we actually become
laWyers of course)- it also means giving to those that need and sharing with
those les" fortunate than us. A couple
of hours on a Tuesday night out of our
busy days brought something to these
children that they unfortunately have
very little of- fun.
Thank you very much to all of the
volunteers that came and shared your
time with these kids, and I'm sure that
you all know just how much they enjoyed it.

Korin Knutson I The Forum
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One of the children from Spring Valley center showing off his pumpkin creation.
Eric Haeckquevisst I The Forum
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ILS Hayride
Fall themed event
draws crowd
Amber Waggoner
Forum Staff Writer

I

f you did not make it out to the

beautiful 122 acre Rodger's Lakeside Park for the ILS (International
Law Society) sponsored hayride on October 17th from 7-10 p.m., you missed
out on the ride of your life and a scenic
break from the law school hubbub. The
view alone was breathtaking. Besides
the free refreshments and bonfire there
were dozens of student with family,
friends, and loved ones.
The evening .began with people
packed around the fire roasting hot dogs
, and marshmallows for s'mores. They
had a variety of food and drinks including: hot dogs of all types like veggie
dogs, turkey dogs, and of course plain
old hot dogs (Lord only knows what

they put in them, but hey they are good),
marshmallows, chocolate bars, graham
crackers, pop, apple cider, and beverages.
There were bathrooms near the
site, which was a definite plus, and
great lighting. People mingled while
enjoying a drink by the fire. Many students braved the hayride ar-ound the
park, but no one can be sure if they all
made it back. The ride was terrifying.
The driver explained the rules of the
ride, reminding all passengers to keep
their limbs inside, and not to sit near
the opening gate because it was unstable, old, rickety, and slowly rotting.
Most students probably thought he was
joking, talking up the ride to make it
a bit more exciting. But after the near
death defying ride the students realized
the rules were an understatement!! He
drove down a very dark and narrow trail
and every time he let' off the clutch in
first, the ride would jerk violently forward. It was obvious that the man was
not good at driving a stick. He got the

trailer stuck around a narrow corner and
the trees were cracking as they dragged
along the side. Then, he attempted to
go up a steep hill, and barely made it. It
seemed as if the trailer was just going to
roll backwards down the hill; and sure
enough it did! As soon as the tractor
was in first gear everyQne flung forward
as he finally made it up the hill. It was
definitely a tide to remember. The hayride was scary, no ghosts necessary.
The event was fun! The rnajonty
of students huddled for wmmth, which
made it a great time to shoot the breeze
and enjoy the beautiful scenery. Several
students brought their dogs to enjoy the
wealth of fresh air and lovely views.
Overall it was a great time for all ages
and a fun family event. Many thanks to
the ILS for opening this event to everyone, and for the great food and refreshJ!1ents.
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Hispanic Heritage Month
The arch
Create an arch made of sugar cane
talks then place flowers to decorate it.
"The arch represents the passage between life and death.
2. The base
Create three layers with boxes on
· top of a table and place a table cloth over
each layer, also place skulls around the
altar.
3. Photo
Place a photo of the person or people to whom the altar is dedicated. We
can dedicate altars to family member or
to individuals who have made a difference for Latinos.
4. Water
Place a glass of water on the altar.
Water represents the purity of life.
5. Candles
Candles represent light, faith and
hope. Place the flame in· a cross representing the cardinal direction~ so that
the flame guide the spirits on their journey.
6. Flowers
Place flowers in vases and spread
• the petals over the entire altar to represent the impermanence of life.
7. Fruit, bread and food
Place pan de muertos along with
fruit and other foods representing the
feast the spirits will enjoy.
8. Incense
Place/bum incense, to help clear
the space of negative energy and also
helps the dead find their way.
1.

OR GULLO
Hugo Gamez
Forum Staff Writer

H

ispanic Heritage month takes
place from September IS to October 15. The month is reserved
for celebrating the independence of 7
Latin American Cmmtries; Guatemala,
El Salvador, Hondmas, Nicaragua,
Costa Rica, Chile, and Mexico. The
celebration of Latino culture, achievements and vast contributions Latinos
have made to the United States was enacted into law in 1988 on the approval
of Public Law 100-402. The public law
required the Pre ident to proclaim September 15 through October 15 as Hispanic Heritage Month.
Amber is q 3L and can be reached at
tatinos are generally a cohesive
forum@valpo. edu.
race, proud of their roots; culture. and
oppose the theory of assimilation because culture is the bond that enables
Latinos to surpass adversity and achieve
success jn many respects. Many Latinos have paved the way and continue
to pave the way so future gcner~tions
can have full access to opportunities in
the United States. Through unity, faith
and strength, Latinos are becoming a
majority in many states and becoming
prevalent in many professions while ascending to new heights. Whether we are
inm1igrants who crossed the border ilRuben Dario, a poet from Nicaralegally, first, second, third.or fourth gengua exemplifies the Love Latinos can-y
eration Latino-American's we all have
for their culture evidenced in his poem:
similar purpose; to make a. positive El Pais De Sol
impact on society, make a ditlerence in
Junto. al negro palacio del rey de
our communities, fight for what is rightla isla de Hierro ?(iOh, cmel, horrible.
fully ours. ·and stand together against
destierro!)? i,G6mo es que
hegemony.
tl1, hermana armoniosa, haces
Orgullo (pride) runs through our
cantar al cielo gris,' tu pajarera de ruiseveins and we always "honor our past
fiores. tu formidable caja musical?
in order to smpass our present and lead
(,No te entristece recordar la priour future." We culminate a month of mavera en que oiste a un pajaro divino
celebratiOn by honoring people who y tornasol
have passed away, but nevertheless
en el pais del sol?
have paved the way for us. Yearly we
En el jardfn del rey de la isla de
celebrate Dia De Los Muertos (Day of Oro ?(ioh, mi ensuefi.o que adoro!)?
the Dead) on November 1, on this day
fuera mejor que tll, armoniosa
we celebrate life; the life of our anceshermana, amaestrases tus aladas
tors, friends and family. The celebration tlautas, tus sonoras ~rpas; tU que nabegan more than 3000 years ago where
cistes donde mas lindos nacen el clave!
game against the 3Ls. The 2Ls began
layers, but if you were able to bear the
life was seen as a dream and o_nly death
de sangre y Ia rosa de arrebol,
the game with a very promising start,
temperatures long enough to watch the
could set an individual's soul'free. Azen el pais del sol!
·.
and by the second inning they were
second game, it was well worth the wait
tecs, Mayans, and other Mesoamelican
O.en
el
alcazar
de
la
reina
de
Ia isla
because it was areal nail-biter. Despite · beating the 3Ls by four runs. It was not
tribes celebrated the duality of life and
de Plata ?(Schubert, solloza Ia Serenaan early lead. by the 2L team, "Barely
until the third inning that the 3Ls finally
death depicted through the death of ta ... )? pudieras tambien, hermana
Legal," the 3Ls, also known as the
scored some runs and tied the game at
adults and the life of newborn babies. It
annoniosa, hacer que las misticas
"Learned Hands," clenched the cup in
4. The 3Ls later pushed two more runs
is believed that on this day the spirits of aves de tu alma alabasen, dulce, dulcewhat wound up being a close game.
across, but the 2Ls would not go down
children (Los Angelitos) are expected mente, el claro de luna, los virgenes liriwithout a fight and tied it up again in
The Cardozo Cup tournament usuto return to earth. The coming of spirits
os, la rnonja p::iloma y el cisn~ marques.
the fifth, 6-6. The 3Ls won in the end,
ally consists of three games, but the
that have left this world is honored and La mejor plata se funde en un ardicnte
faculty and staff were not able to field' however, by scoring three more runs
one way to do so is by creating an altar crisol,
a team so only two games were played in the bottom of the fifth inning. The
celebrating their life, and their achieveen el pais del sol!
this year. The 2Ls took the first game
game ended with the 3Ls celebrating a
ments.
Vuelve, pue a tu barca, que tiene
9-6 victory.
by a score of l 7-1. The 1Ls made deto
reAltars
are
created
in
order
lista
la vela ?(resuena, lira, Cefiro,
cent contact throughout the game, but
After a fun and exciting game,
mind yotmger generations of their roots,
vuela)? y parte, armoniosa
were unable to push any runs across unmost of the students were ready to go
ancestors and culture, and to depict the
hermana, a donde un principe beltil the last play at bat. In a show of good
and get warm. Shmily after the game,
cycle oflife. Graves-are decorated with
lo, ala orilla del mar, pi de liras, y versos
sportsmanship, and to ensure that each
everyone headed out to celebrate.
flowers, altars are created and a picnic
y rosas, y acaricia sus rizos de
1L was allowed to bat, the 2Ls allowed
CONGRATULATIONS 3LS!
celebration is planned in honor of those
oro bajo un regia y azul parasol,
them an extra at-bat.
en el pais del sol!
After a long game, the victorious Amber is a 3L and can be reached at who have paved the way.
Altars are created in the following
2Ls.;llloved on to their second and final forum@valpo. edu.
manner:
Hugo is a 2L and can be reached at
forum@valpo. edu.

3Ls own at Card_ozo Cup

a

Learned Hands"
show underclassmen how it's done
u

Amber Wagonner
Forum Staff Writer

N

amed after the famous Supreme
Court Justice, The Cardozo Cup
is the softball extravaganza of
the year. There were dozens of pizzas,
sandwiches, pop, and beer for players
and fans alike. This year's annual softball tournament was held on October 3,
2008 at Bicenntenial Park.
Numerous students congregated
to cheer on their fellow law students.
Many students brought family, friends,
and even their dogs. It was a frigid
evening for everyone present even with

-WLSA Trivia Night
Heather Looby
Executive Editor
· T h e Women's Law Student As~
sociation held their annual trivia
night benefiting breast cancer
awareness and research on October
21, 2008 at The Franklin House in
Valparaiso. Eighteen teams participated
and the event raised over $500 which
will be donated to the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation. There
were fi. ve rounds of trivia covering a
variety of subjects ranging from mu-

sic and pop culture to questions about
history and science. Crowd favorites
included the questions on Valparaiso
University School of Law, namely one
in particular asking participants to name
the five main classrooms at Valpo Law
(with Matt Skilling's team gaining extra
points for naming all of the room numbers as well), and another challenging
students to name the home state of Valpo Law Professor Bruce Berner.
This year's winning team was 'The
Prince Albert Einsteins,' powered by
Micah Cox, Joshua Hermes, Nick Po-

teres Abby Rom and Gary Rom. 'Save
the Tatas' placed second, and consisted
of teammates Chris Buckley, Pam Hart,
Justin Staublin, Natalie Staublin and
Patrick Thomas. Third place was taken
by 'The MisFits,' whose players included Professor Laura pooley, Nikki
Knowlton, Shannon Noder, Alison Preest and Korrie Shivers.
Many local businesses generously
donated all of the prizes given to members of the winning teams. The WLSA
Executive Bom·d would like to thank
all who· attended the event and donat-

ed both their time and money. WLSA
would also like to give special thanks
to The Franklin House (Shawn & Trudy), Anneliesjes's Cafe (Steveo), Dave
Baum, Don Quijote, GoldenGlo Tanning in Portage (Steve Alvarez & Laura
Harris), Greek's Pizzeria, Isabella Bean
coffeehouse cafe, Jason Moseley, Justin Curtis, Mama Ward's Cafe, Mezza
Restaurant, Golf Pro Nancy Bender of
Creekside Golf Course, Paparazzi, Pikks' Tavern, Professor Ed Gaffney, Professor Laura Dooley and Valpo Velvet
Ice Creamery.

WLSA's next event is Night with
the Professors taking place before
Thanksgiving Break. Be sure to check
your school email for details to follow!
Heather is a 2L and can be reached at
forum@ Va/po. edu.
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EDITORIAL
Heather Looby
Executive Editor
"Whatever is worth doing at all is 11·orth
doing a·e/1. ··- Lord ChesteJfie/d

T

his month's theme of entitlement
came to me as I was thinking
about Yalpo Law Career Development Day and the lack of 2L and
3Ls in attendance. Granted some of the
· members of these classes have alre_ady
found jobs or were at their externships
that day. They either have no reason to
be attending networking events or at
least had a valid excuse for not attending the career fair, especialJy one taking
place on the morning after "National
Jager Bomb Day.'' If you are one of
these few people, my congratulations.
However, I, like most of you, do not fair
into this category.
The editorial which you are now
reading was also inspired by a short
conversation which I had with a fellow
2L, about the fact that it is always the
same people who are involved in and
running everything. These people are
usually over-extended and very often
sleep-deprived, but these are the people
who step up and take responsibility in
order to get things done. Many of them
don't do it for the recognition, because
there often is none. While the aim of
many of these people is not entirely
selfless, as any kind of involvement
looks great on a resume, the long hours
which go into planning even a routine
organizational meeting are hours which
they could have devoted to many other
things. Now, please don't get me wrong,
there are many very hard-working people who attend this law school and contribute in their own way. On the other
hand, there are ~m alarming number of
people who are of the opinion that simply graduating from here with a JD is
enough and do nothing (except maybe
complain) to contribute to the Valpo

conmmnity. Some of these people even
cem to belie e that a job is simply gomg to fall into their lap .
Law school is tough. there i no denying that, and keeping up with classe
is hard enough by 1t elf. o. why would
you further burden yourself b) becoming involved \\.ith anything extracurricular? The answer is that law chool
is about a lot more than Civil Procedure
(although lLs should make this class a
top priority) and making perfect score
on your Legal Research assignments
(but this is a plus because then you don't
have to worry as m~ch about the finals),
becau e it lays the foundation for who
you will be as a lawyer. Very few smart
employers would ever want to hire that
person who just did what they had to do
in order to pass their classes, and employers who would hire these people are
probably not the people who you would
want to work for, let alone represent you
in a courtroom.
The reason behind this logic can
be explained by simple economics using tfie cost-benefit analysis. It costs
employers tens of thousands of dollars
to train new associates, not to mention
the lost profits resulting from attorneys
taking time away from current projects '
to work with a new person. Someone
who passively made their way through
law school will likely treat their job in
the same .way that they tr~ated involvement in school; they will do no more or
no less than is expected of them in order not to get fired. They may do decent
work, but chances are that they will not
take up extra responsibilities, or stay
late at work in order to make their good
work great. When an employer hires
someone, they are essentially gambling.
Employers are risking that based on this
person's track record he or she will contribute positively to the business, and
there is no benefit to an employer to hire
a person who does the bare minimum.

See Editorial, page 5

Monthly PhotO Contest

Barely .L egal
Jon Berbari
Forum StaffWriterr
Dear Barely Legal,
Due to my weak financial condition
and my ill-preparedness for not booking a flight li·hen flights were cheaper,
I have to spend Thanksgiving here in
Valpa-Rain-Snow with whomever else
is around. I have never cooked a turkey
before. any suggestions?
Sincerely,
Johnny Come Late~y

Mr. Lately,
First, I recommend you attend the
turkey dinner put on by the law school.
Spare yourself the kitchen mess and the
potential depression of eating alone. It's
usually about 5 bucks and there is more
than enough good food to go around.
However, if you have already assembled a posse and really want to familiarize yourself with how to cook a
bird, attempt it like everything else in
life-Google the instructions.
·
l would like to suggest a stuffing recipe that was handed down to me
by last years' graduates Mike Abel and
Nina Mariano:
WHITE CASTLE TURKEY STUFFING
.-.
Ingredients
10 White Castle hamburgers (Pickle rell}Oved)
1 1/2 c Celery, diced
1 1/4 ts Ground thyme
1 1/2 ts Ground sage
3/4 ts Coarse ground black pepper
114 c Chicken broth

In a large mixing bowl, tear the White
Castles into pieces and add diced celery
and seasonings.
Toss and add chicken broth. TOSS
WELL.
Stuff cavity of turkey just before roasting.
Makes about 9 cups (enough for l 0-12
lb bird).
NOTE: Allow l White Castle hamburger for each pound of turkey, which will
be the equivalent of3/4 cup stuffing per
pound.
White Castle Stuffing is most appropliate for the indigent law student.
I suggest as a perfect complimentary
beverage, a 30 pack of Pab t Blue Ribbon cans to complete the meal. "It is
the height of hospitality, a compliment
to the good taste of guests to serve that
which is acknowledged as the best of its
class. Pabst Blue Ribbon is the ultimate
choice of all who have a keen faculty of
selection." Don't heed Buckley's advice
in his aristocratic beer column (none of
us can afford beers of tbe world anyway), PBR won its Blue Ribbon in 1893
and remains a timeless classic from
America. Keep good beer American
with you.r conscientious consumption
or else let 'em go only to be taken over
by Belgium or some other ~;massuming
country. Never forget the lesson of Anheuser Busch.
Dear Barely Legal,
The Multi-State Professional Responsibility Exam (MPRE) on November 8th
is fast approaching. I have no idea what
ro study or how to study for this thing
because my Legal Profession class with

Prof [redacted]conststed of him dancing on the desk and then ranting everyu:here ft-orn 14th centw~v Europe to
John Yoo and the torture memos. What
should I do?
Sincere/};
Erhically Challenged

Dear Challenged,
Do not worry. As you will recall,
I was also in that whirlwind of a class,
and somehow I passed the MPRE this
summer. If Jon Berbari can pass this
test, then a chimpanzee can do it, albeit the process resembled making hot
dogs. It was one of those tests where I
almost resigned to defeat with ten questions remaining, because every question
appeared to be experimental. The examiners must have sat in the office and
smoked the drapes before publishing.
My advice: Study. Study with
extreme prejudice. Study like it's that
recurring bad dream where you forgot
you had a class and th > final is the- r==C
day. The practice exams and the minioutline from the BarBri book should
suffice. It's a terrible process and I recommend you only have to deal with it
once. Score at least an 86 so you are
permitted to take the California Bar, or
God forbid, the Utah Bar. We both know
you are a good person who knows right
from wrong by now, but study hard and
prepare to be assigned an arbitrary and
secretly-scaled number.
Best Regards, Jon Berbari
Jon Berbari can be reached at Jon.
Berbari@gmail.com jar questions and
comments.

Letters to the Editor
"Representatives and direct taxes shall
be apportioned among the several states
which may be included 1•.:ithin this unio12,
according to their respective numbers,
which shall he _determined bJ' adding to
the whole number o.ffree persons, including those bound to service for a term of
years, and excluding Indians not taxed,
three fifths ~fall other Persons. "
- US Constitution Art I sec 2

his was the original language of the
Constitution before being modified
by the 14th Amendment. Mr. Duffy
wants to claim that the language of a contract doesn't change over time, but I doubt
he believes that the original language of
the Constitution, clearly denying suffrage
to slaves. should still be enforced. The thesis of Mr. Duffy's article, while difficult
to parse, seems to be that John McCain is
a better choice for President because he
won't (or claims he won't) appoint judges
to the Supreme Court who are motivated
by a political ideology, and that Barack
Obama ~ill. This argument fails not only
because of its speculation, but also for a

T

The first person to correctly identify the mystery photo
above will win a

$1 5 gift certificate to a mystery restaurant!
E-mail your responses to forum@valpo.edu

lack of reason. Bad Supreme Cow·t decisions can be overturned by the Coujt, just
as bad decisions by the Framers can be
amended. The ability to fix errors is built
into our entire system of government (even
if the "fix" will cost $700 billion).
Two of the decisions that Mr. Duffy
cites (Plessy v. Ferguson and Dred Scott)
have since been turned into examples of
how cultural norms and sentiments can be
turned into law, despite any now obvious
violations of the Constitution. However,
there may be current decisions that seem
perfectly logical and rational now, but in
25 years will be the new examples of judicial extremism. The third decision cited
(Roe v. Wade) is not a gaffe simply because Mr. Duffy claims it to be. Despite
their best efforts, radical pro-lifers cannot
deny that there is some logic and reason
behind allowing a woman to make a decision that affects her life and health, just as
people have a right to choose among medical treatment options. Perhaps a course in
jurisprudence would help Mr. Duffy realize that judges may be making their decisions, for better or worse, based on po-

litical ideology even if they are appointed
without regard for.any ''litmus test."
Jeff Cartwright .is a 3L and can he reached
at Jejfre_v. Cartwright@ralpo.edu

LETIERS POLICY:
The FORUM reserves the right to edit any
contributions and/or reject
them without notification.
Letters must be limited to 400 words.
Written contributions must be typed and in
elude the author's contact information;
law students must include
their year in school.
Unsigned letters will not be printed.
~hen referring to specific articles, please in

elude the date and title.
Contributions can be sent to:
FORUM, 656 S. Greenwich Street
Valparaiso, IN 46383;
~ia e-mail at forum@valpo.edu; or in hard
opy to The FORUM's mailbox located in the
SBA office.
he
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What's Your Issue?
Health Care
Sari Crouch
Managing Editor

ealth Care is my favorite myth
surrounded issue. l find it baffling how something so crucial
is surrounded by so much gray area.
Here is my plan for this article, I am going to wow you with numbers, then I am
going to tell you the candidate's plan.
Finally, I am going to end by telling you
that neither plan can be tested without
more detail and any plan that doesn't
address certain pitfalls should probably
be tossed in general.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau over 47 million people were uninsured in 2006, this number has likely
risen over the last two years. Of this
47 million, 8. 7 million are children. For
the many uninsured the cost of health
care is what is keeping them from getting even the most basic coverage.
Health care premiums for a family have
increased by 11% since 1999 according to the Kaiser Family Foundation
Annual Survey. [n 2008, the average
employment based family health plan
cost $12,680 and $4,704 for an employee only plan, a 5% rise from last
year. .. and this doesn't even go into out
of pocket expenses workers will likely
have to pay in addition to their monthly
premiums for prescriptions and deductibles. It goes without saying that private health insuran.c e costs more.
Now onto the master plans of our
fine candidates, one of which is now a

H

fine president, I hope you still like your
choice after you read this article ... if
not. .. well maybe you should have done
more research. Senator McCain's Plan
Senator McCain has opted for a
tax based plan for dealing with health
care coverage. Americans will receive
a $5,000 tax credit for a family or a
$2,500 tax credit for an individual with
which you may purchase your own insurance. Those with health insurance
will pay federal income tax on their
plan in order to pay for the credit for
everyone else.
In addition, Senator McCain plans
on expanding health accounts and any
unused credit will go into those accounts to pay for approved medical
expenses. McCain would also let you
shop in other states for insurance in an
effort to let the market adjust the cost
of health care as companies compete to
insure Americans with the best rates.
Senator Obama's Plan
Senator Obama proposes creating a network of competing insurers
that would offer coverage similar to
that of the federal employee's. These
government subsidized insurers WOtJld
have their costs and coverage regulated
by the federal government and would
be available for the uninsured to shop
within. In addition, Senator Obama
wants to make insuring children required and offer low-income families
a tax credit to purchase insurance from
the new national pool of insurers.
Finally, Obama has a "pay" or
"play" plan for large employers. Large
employers would be required to insure

their employees or pay a percentage of
their payroll into a national insurance
fund, or a portion of the premiums for
their workers to be insured by the national insurance network. Small businesses would be exempted from this
requirement, however, those that chose
to insure their employees will receive a
50% tax credit for half of the cost of the
premiums for employee health insurance.
The Problems In Both Plans
Let's start with the McCain plan.
McCain doesn't address the average
coverage gaps that his plan could cause.
Based on the number above that says
that an employee based plan, without
even considering the cost of a private
plan, costs upwards of $12,000 for a
family and $4,000 for an individual.
It seems a little optimistic, even in the
most competitive of markets, to think
that costs of health care with benefits
similar to that of an employment based
plan are going to fall by $7,000 just to
compete for an American family's tax
credit. But I could be nuts and AIG
could use the money.
Now onto the Obama plan. While
Obama addresses coverage gaps that
could occur in McCain's plan, he has
failed to address cost. This plan is going
to be expensive. Obama has not said
how much this plan would cost or how
he intends to pay for it. Lucky for us,
the Lewin Group, a private healthcare
consulting group, did the best math they
could with the scant details offered. The
Obama health plan would cost $1.6 trillion over ten years. One can only assume that he intends to pay for this plan

by raising taxes on the wealthy or shifting current government spending, but
that is an educated guess at best.
In addition to the cost issue, there
is the enforcement problem. Obama
doesn't tell us if or how parents will be
punished for not insuring their children.
This makes me think of a story told by
Professor Hollenbeck in which the city
of Valparaiso was treated like a lawn
service by a little old lady who wouldn't
mow her l~wn. The City sent her a bill
and she simply paid the bill every time
and never at any point mowed her own
lawn. Now imagine this is 8.7 million
children, how in the world is the federal
government going to keep up that lawn
service billing.
Both plans have their merits. According to the Lewin Group both would
drastically reduce the number of uninsured, McCain would reduce the number of uninsured to 21.1 million and
Obama to 26.6 million by 2018. If the
current law remains in effect, the number would rise to 58.8 million. The plan
you like truly boils down to who you
think should be paying for health care.
There are those who feel that health care
is a duty of the state and others who take
more of a social Darwinist approach to
this issue.
It is truly your decision this No-.
vember and I hope you plan or went
out and voted. If you think your vote
means nothing then l will tell you what
was once told to me, "If you don't vote,
then you don't get to complain."

Sarah is a 3L and can be reached at
forum@valpo.edu.
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What's your beef? The Heller decision
Drew Taylor
Forum Staff Writer u.

1. "'· ··

A

well regulated Militia, being
necessary to the security of
a free State, the right of the
people to keep bear Arms, shall not be
infringed. "
The vast majority of us recognize
the preceding sentence to be the Second
Amendment. Recently, the U.S. Supreme Court embarked on an exhaustive journey to tell us what the right to
bear arms actually means in the District
of Columbia v. Heller decision. I don't
want to bore you with the details of Justice Scalia's historical examination of
the text's operative clause ("right of the
people to keep and bear Arms") and the
prefatory clause ("well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a
free State"), but let's just agree that at
the time the Second Amendment was
passed, people understood there to be a
right to bear arms outside of a military
setting for defense of self and home.
The same argument always arises
when it comes to the Second Amendment. That argument goes something
like: "gun violence is so prevalent that
we must curb the ability of people to acquire them". The District of Columbia
has a huge problem with gtm violence.
The dissent in Heller correctly pointed
out that the issue of gun violence in
D.C. deserved some sort of remedy.
The question of how to deal with gun
violence is what prompted the decision
in Heller. D.C. basically decided to impose a ban on possession of handguns.
Possession of an unregistered gun was
illegal and the registration of handguns

was prohibited. Lawfully possessed
handguns had to be unloaded and disassembled.
I'll start my quick analysis of the
case and gun violence by stating that nowhere in the Second Amendment does it
give people free reign to be violent. Gun
violence is a terrible thing. I'm pretty
sure that many of us have some :;;ort of
connection with someone who has been
affected by gun violence. Three years
ago, I lost a close family member to gun
violence. It doesn't change my opinion
that there is a right to bear arms in the
household for self defense.
The core of the problem in our society is the prevalence of violence. Violent crime statistics are extraordinary
across the United States especially in
urban areas. Many of these crimes are
perpetrated with guns. I'm not sure that
anyone would accuse Jaw-abiding citizens as being the ones committing these
crimes because law-abiding citizens are
often the ones that are harmed as a result of these crimes. People were violent way before the Second Amendment
codified the tight to bear arms. This
reality created an understanding that it
was necessary to protect the ability of
good people to defend themselves. Denying good citizens the right to defend
themselves would not solve the issue of
violence in this country. Guns aren't
the problem, human nature is.
I once saw a bumper sticker that
read: IF GUNS KILL PEOPLE, THEN
PENS SPELL WORDS WRONG.
Enough said!

Drew is a 3L and can be reached at
forum@valpo.edu.

Be reasonably
prudent

Read

u

Teranni Randolph
Forum StaffWriter

S

o, this month the topic is gun
rights and the Heller decision
from both a legal and practical
standpoint. Hmmm.
Let me start off by saying that
while the Clarence Thomas supporter
and I disagree on a l.ot of things, this
topic is one we actually agree on. I
haven't read his opinion yet, so let
me qualify that statement, as authors
of concurring opinions often do: I
can't say for sure that I agree with his
reasoning, but l do agree with his main
point -the Heller court definitely got
it right. However, I wouldn't be doing
my job ifljust agreed with him. I
must argue the counterpoint.
From a legal standpoint, irrespective of the Heller majority opinion,
it could be argued that the Framers
really did not intend for the Second
Amendment to apply to individuals. In his dissent, Justice Stevens did
what Justice Scalia loves to do and
looked to what the Framers' intentions
were when they drafted the Amendment. But unlike Scalia, Stevens
reached the conclusion that because
the Framers did not expressly include
an individual's right component, the
Second Amendment was not intended
to extend that far. Furthermore, as
Justice Breyer pointed out in his dissent, the right afforded by the Second
Amendment is not absolute. In fact,
as the majority in Heller concedes, the
government retains the right to regulate
weapons in this country.
This leads me into the dissent's
argument that the Heller court was
incorrect from a practical standpoint.
I will admit up front that it would be
quite foolish of me to rely on the argument ·'people don't kill people, guns
kill people"- as I'm sure the Clarence
Thomas supporter will point out. First
of all, that argwnent is indisputably
pathetic, period! Second of an: I know
this may be hard for some of you to
believe, but if you ever made me mad
enough, I could probably use my foot
· instead of a gun to, "kick you through

the goal posts of life," as one of my
loved ones likes to say. In other words,
guns aren't necessary to get the job
done.
So instead, I will rely on Justice
Breyer's "public safety" and "interestbalancing" arguments. I think it's clear
that gun-control laws exist primarily in
the interest of public safety. Despite
what I said in my last paragraph, guns
are in fact responsible for a number of
deaths and injuries each year in this
country. Now why would the Framers
create a guaranteed right in the Constitution to keep loaded weapons handy
in already crime-ridden areas? Surely
they wouldn't.
And under Breyer's proposed
interest-balancing approach, the
interests protected by the Second
Amendment should be weighed against
the government's interest in protecting
the public and preventing crime. The
District of Columbia - and of course
the other 49 states - has a compelling
interest in, and should be allowed to
take the necessary actions to, reduce
its ridiculously high crime rate, which
includes eliminating a big source of
its violent crime rate, to wit, deadly
weapons. It just makes sense to allow
the government to regulate and take
control of something that can be, and
has been, so devastating to way too
many Americans.
So in conclusion, I would like
to leave you with one final thought:
Although the Heller court stated that
handguns should be allowed for the
purpose of self-defense, I think those
Justices would find it very difficult
to argue that the murder rate in D.C.
would somehow magically disappear
because of criminals' fear that all
potential victims of crimes are armed
and dangerous themselves. And even
so, that's just more people potentially
using deadly weapons in an area that
could use less of that type of activity.
So instead of adding to the problem,
why not just take it away?

Teranni is a 3L and can be reached at
forum@valpo. edu.
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SPORTS
Scrooge can you spare a dime?
The disparate treatment
of NFL retirees
Rachel Sharron
Sports Editor

P

rofessional football has been described more than once as arguably the most dangerous professional sport. With the average NFL
career lasting about three and a half seasons and the amount of serious injuries
incurred by players, one might think
that the NFL would also have the best
health care plan for retired players. But
that thought would be wrong.
Many professional athletes today
earn multi-million dollar salaries are
able to live a rather comfortable' lifestyle, and should have little trouble
planning for retirement, but that wasn't
always the case, especially in football.
· The first player to be paid to play
football was William Heffelfinger, who
was paid 500 dollars to play for the Allegheny Athletic Association in a game
against the Pittsburgh Athletic Club in
1892. Despite today's salaries, football
players weren't signed to million dollar contracts until the early 1980's. In
fact most players, if not all, had to have
second jobs in the off season to pay the
bills and support their families. To this
day. the NFL has remained the lowest
paying American professional sports
league.
The NFL does have a salary cap,
which helps to a point to keep players salaries lower, but the salary cap
doesn't directly regulate what teams can
pay individual players, it works to cap
the total amount that can be spent on
player salaries. Accordjng to the USA
Today Salaries Databases, NFL teams
were spending between $42,695,400
and $58,610,500 in 2000, and between
$75,755,388 and $123,408,019 in 2007.
Drew Bledsoe was the highest paid
player in 2000, earning $8,542,700, including bonuses, while the median salary for his team, the New England Patri-

ots, wa 476,800. In 2007, the league's
highe t paid player was Dwight Freeney
of the Indianapolis Colts, who earned
$30 750.000 including a 15 million dollar signing bonus. The Colts median salary for 2007 was $610,380.
Regardless of whether or not the
current players are worth their salaries
or whether anyone should be allowed
to make that much money for playing
a game really well, it seems pretty clear
that if a team can afford a payroll of
more than $75 million, it can also afford to help out the players who made
the NFL what it is today. Especially
given that the annual NFL retiree payout in 2005 was $14,500, which is well
below the poverty line. In comparison,
the MLB's average pension payout for
2006 was just over $34,000 per player,
which is more than double what the
NFL retirees received by an additional
$5,000. And a baseball player with 10
years in the bigs who retired in 2006,
"would be eligable for an annual pension of$175,000 per year starting at age
62," said MLBPA Greg Bouras in the
2006 article.
Gene Upshaw, fonner executive
director of the NFL Players Association,
was quoted in a 2006 article that ran in
the Charlotte Observer as saying he was
proud of tripling the monthly pension
payments to retired players who played
prior to 1959, and that, "for those guys
to say what they get is peanuts, they're
being ungrateful. .. The bottom line is I
don't work for them (retired players).
They don't hire me, and they can't fire
me." Upshaw was also quoted in the article as saying, "they (retirees) say they
don't have anybody in the (bargaining)
room. Well they don't and they never
will ... They don't even have a vote."
Upshaw earned $3 million per year as
executive director. Upshaw has since
passed away.
NFL Hall of Farner, Howie Long,
said that it's the responsibility of both
the league and the NFLPA to fix this
problem in the same 2006 article and
I agree. "When I went to the Hall of

Fame in 2000 and wa inducted, it was
a travesty the kind of carnage I saw out
of these guys who were in their 50's
and 60's, who had defined and in many
ways laid the foundation for the NFL
being what is today. Many of them
could barely rub two nickels together. ..
many of them couldn't afford to have
their knee replaced ... " said Long.
The players who need assistance
are players like Joe Perry who was the
first running back to rush for over I ,000
yards, and receives a monthly pension
payment of 1,640 dollars, but pays 300
- 350 dollars per month for prescription medications in addition to paying
for health insurance for himself and his
wife. Perry is one of the pre-1959 players whose benefits Upshaw tripled.
The NFL doesn't offer health insurance to players for more than five
years after they stop playing, but many
players will not need much more health
care coverage until they are in their 40's
or SO's. Given that the average NFL career is 3.6 years, and many players are
drafted out of college, the 5 year coverage extension will end about 10 years
too soon for many.
To be fair, under the current health
insurance system, it's expensive for any
business to insure it's employees, and
it ctmld be argued that football players
know the risks of playing football and
should plan for the future accordingly.
While that may be true for current players like the Manning brothers, Tony
Romo and Dwight Freeney, what about
the players who came before them? The
players who couldn't make a living by
just playing football because their salaries weren't high enough to allow them
to, who played before machines such as
the CT scan and MRI could help doctors
to more easily diagnosis concussions
and other injuries, who couldn't have
known the sorts of neurological and
physical problems they would have to
face 10 - 20 years after retirement?
Upshaw and NFL spokesman Greg

See Scrooge page 5
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NFL Midseason

Report
Conference shake-ups
continue
Michael Wild
Copy Editor

A

fter eight weeks of NFL action,
the season is nearly half over
and while some things stay the
same, there are some new faces at the
top of their respective divisions.
It seems that every year, at least a
few teams panic after a few losses and
decide to replace their coaching staff.
This year is no exception. The Rams
parted company with Scott Linehan
after a disappointing 0-4 start. That
choice appears to be reasonable, after
replacement coach Jim Haslett guided
the otherwise hapless Rams to two
straight wins before a tough loss to the
Patriots in week eight. As for AI Davis
and his Raiders, the decision to fire Lane
Kiffin and replace him with Tom Cable
looks like a lateral move. The Raiders
have gone 1-2 under Cable, including a
questionable overtime win over the Jets
in week seven. Al Davis' totalitarian regime in Oakland looks like it will keep
idling at the bottom oftheAFC West for
a long time to come.
Speaking of the AFC West, the
Broncos are still in first place, but after
losses to Kansas City, Jacksonville and
New England, it looks as if they aren't
getting the same boost from questionable calls that they did in their first
three games. San Diego looks to be in
an equally precarious spot, sitting at 35, comjng off of consecutive losses to
Buffalo and New Orleans and their decision to :fire offensive coordinator Ted
Cottrell. Coach Norv Turner may find
himself on the hot seat unless the Bolts
can return to their winning ways.
Oh, and who forgot to send me the
memo that the Titans are the only remaining undefeated team in the league?

Chess Boxing
Its sort o.f like that movie
Fight Club ... sort of

time to think and move to only 12 minutes. There are only four ways to win
in Chess Boxing: get a checkmate, get
a knockout, have the judges disqualify

a WCBO spokesperson in a game of
chess. Additionally, participants must
be in good physical health and have a
doctors certify their ability to compete.

David Johnson
Forum Staff Writer

orne sports require vast amounts
of mental preparation and strategy. Some sports require significant physical endurance and strength.
Chess boxing requires both. That's
right. Chess boxing.
The origins ofchess boxing are hotly contested. Some give credit to French
cartoonist Enki Bilal, who incorporated
the sport into his graphic novel Froid
Equateur, others vehemently claim the
sport originated from the 1991 Finnish
movie Uuno Turhapuro, which features
the protagonist of the film simultaneously playing chess while pummeling
another individual in a boxing match.
Regardless of its origins, chess boxing
seems to be taking off in popularity.
Well, at least in Europe. In 2003 the
World Chess Boxing Organization held
the first annual world championship in
Amsterdam. Official chess boxing training centers have even opened up in Berlin, London, and Bulgaria, all to foster
this brand new, baffling pastime.
Chess boxing is, as its name suggests, a fairly straightforward sport.
First comes a four ·minute round of
chess. This is followed up with three
minutes of boxing. Rounds alternate
and the match is called after Round
II, assuming it goes that far. The type
of chess used in chess boxing is speed
chess, which limits an individual's total

S

your opponent based on injury, or force
your opponent to run out of time.
Naturally, there are some restrictions placed on the sport. A minimum
ELO rating of 1800 is required to compete; this is done to assure that a professional boxer cannot come in and crush
his competitor in the second round. If
you'd like to compete but lack a world
ranking, don't despair! You may also
qualify to chess box by winning against

As silly as the game may seem at
first blush, Chess Boxing competitors
must be extremely well rounded athletes. Not only are the athletes drained
by the boxing segments of the match,
the four minute rounds of speed chess
tax them in a completely different way.
To reliably use logical thinking after
such an enormous physical strain is an
incredible accomplishment. As a chess
player myself, I know just how difficult

The Titans are quietly racking up wins,
but are faced with criticism that theY
haven't beaten many teams with winning records, such as Kansas City,
Cincinnati and Houston. It's unclear
how to classify the Titans' win against
the Colts on Monday Night Football
though. Are the Colts battling injuries,
or are they showing chinks in their armor? The Colts have been inconsistent
all season long, but that may be attributable to a re-tooled offensive line and
Peyton Manning's knee problems.
The NFC East still looks like the
strongest conference in the league.
Aside from the surprising loss to Cleveland, the Giants have been quietly collecting victories, sitting atop . the division with a 6-1 record. Dallas' fate
seems to be tied to Tony Romo, but ever
since injuring his pinky finger, Romo 's
Cowboys have gone 1-2 and, contrary
to preseason expectations of an easy
trip into the playoffs, the Cowboys are
sitting in second place in the division,
and considered by many to be on shaky
ground.
The AFC East still maintains its
reign as the most tumultuous division
in the league. J::or starters, by virtue of
a having more in-division wins, the Patriots have regained the top spot in the
division after a week eight win over St.
Louis. The biggest surprise in the division though, is bottom-dwelling Miami.
Not only did Miami, with its Wildcat offense, drub New England in week three,
they handily defeated the Bills in week
eight. Chad Pennington's new-found
connection with Ted Ginn Jr. looks like
it will fundamentally ·change Miam.i'.,.
season. Expect changes in the cliVision
after week nine because the Bills face
off against the Jets, and New England
revisits its rivalry with the Colts.
Michael is a 2L and can be reached at
forum@valpo.edu.

Databank, from page 1

playing the game can be. Playing the
game well with a concussion boggles
my mind.
As many chess boxers assert,
chess and boxing
share many similarities. Both require
your next move be
strategically planned,
and competitors in
both must remain
calm, cool, and collected despite their
predicament. Perhaps
it is due to the reinforcement of these
values that some
Berlin schools are offering chess boxing
workshops to their
students.
With more than
150
championship
applications
being
sent in per weight
division, the WCBO
proudly notes that
its sport is gaining
in popularity. With
additional events being planned in Russia
and the Ukraine, the number of European chess boxers is expected to rise
dramatically in the next few years. Will
the sport catch on here in America? It's
hard to tell, but it does seem fairly dam
cool.
David is a I L and can be reached at
forum@valpo. edu.

associate professor at Valpo Law, compiles the material. "We believe this database will serve as a valuable resource
for many," Straube! said. " It was one
of the original goals of the Sports Law
Clinic and, along with all we've accomplished in case work, we're pleased to
reach this goal. I've heard from many
athletes, lawyers and others who will
utilize this service."
The Sports Law Clinic database is
the only clearinghouse for such information in an online, searchable format
available to both professionals and the
public. Individuals interested in submitting information on cases, decisions,
sports law and other relevant matters for
the database are strongly encouraged to
contact the Sports Law Clinic via e-mail
to www.sportslawclinic@valpolaw.net.
Edward is a 2L and can be reached at
forum@valpo.edu.
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